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CODES AND STANDARDSCODES AND STANDARDSCODES AND STANDARDSCODES AND STANDARDS

REINFORCED MASONRY (SECTION 04230)REINFORCED MASONRY (SECTION 04230)REINFORCED MASONRY (SECTION 04230)REINFORCED MASONRY (SECTION 04230)
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DEFERRED SUBMITTALSDEFERRED SUBMITTALSDEFERRED SUBMITTALSDEFERRED SUBMITTALS

MISCELLANEOUS NOTESMISCELLANEOUS NOTESMISCELLANEOUS NOTESMISCELLANEOUS NOTES

COMPOSITE DECK (SECTION 05330)COMPOSITE DECK (SECTION 05330)COMPOSITE DECK (SECTION 05330)COMPOSITE DECK (SECTION 05330)
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STEEL ROOF DECK (SECTION 05310)STEEL ROOF DECK (SECTION 05310)STEEL ROOF DECK (SECTION 05310)STEEL ROOF DECK (SECTION 05310)

STEEL JOISTS AND JOIST GIRDERS (SECTION 05200)STEEL JOISTS AND JOIST GIRDERS (SECTION 05200)STEEL JOISTS AND JOIST GIRDERS (SECTION 05200)STEEL JOISTS AND JOIST GIRDERS (SECTION 05200)

STRUCTURAL STEEL (SECTION 05120)STRUCTURAL STEEL (SECTION 05120)STRUCTURAL STEEL (SECTION 05120)STRUCTURAL STEEL (SECTION 05120)

COLD FORMED METAL FRAMING (SECTION 05400)COLD FORMED METAL FRAMING (SECTION 05400)COLD FORMED METAL FRAMING (SECTION 05400)COLD FORMED METAL FRAMING (SECTION 05400)

REINFORCING STEEL (03300)REINFORCING STEEL (03300)REINFORCING STEEL (03300)REINFORCING STEEL (03300)
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SPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONS
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Steel System not designed for SeismicSteel System not designed for SeismicSteel System not designed for SeismicSteel System not designed for Seismic
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GENERAL APPLICATIONGENERAL APPLICATIONGENERAL APPLICATIONGENERAL APPLICATION

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONPROJECT DESCRIPTIONPROJECT DESCRIPTIONPROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.  International Building Code (IBC 2006) with City of Durango Amendments1.  International Building Code (IBC 2006) with City of Durango Amendments1.  International Building Code (IBC 2006) with City of Durango Amendments1.  International Building Code (IBC 2006) with City of Durango Amendments
2.  "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" (ASCE/SEI 7-05)2.  "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" (ASCE/SEI 7-05)2.  "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" (ASCE/SEI 7-05)2.  "Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures" (ASCE/SEI 7-05)
3.  American Concrete Institute (ACI) Codes & Specifications3.  American Concrete Institute (ACI) Codes & Specifications3.  American Concrete Institute (ACI) Codes & Specifications3.  American Concrete Institute (ACI) Codes & Specifications
4.  American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Codes & Specifications4.  American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Codes & Specifications4.  American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Codes & Specifications4.  American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Codes & Specifications
5.  American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) Codes & Specifications5.  American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) Codes & Specifications5.  American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) Codes & Specifications5.  American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) Codes & Specifications
6.  Masonry Standards Joint Committee (ACI/ASME/TMS) Codes and Specifications6.  Masonry Standards Joint Committee (ACI/ASME/TMS) Codes and Specifications6.  Masonry Standards Joint Committee (ACI/ASME/TMS) Codes and Specifications6.  Masonry Standards Joint Committee (ACI/ASME/TMS) Codes and Specifications
7.  American Forest and Paper Association (AF&PA) Codes and Specifications7.  American Forest and Paper Association (AF&PA) Codes and Specifications7.  American Forest and Paper Association (AF&PA) Codes and Specifications7.  American Forest and Paper Association (AF&PA) Codes and Specifications
8.  "Design Guide #11: Floor Vibrations Due to Human Activity" (AISC)8.  "Design Guide #11: Floor Vibrations Due to Human Activity" (AISC)8.  "Design Guide #11: Floor Vibrations Due to Human Activity" (AISC)8.  "Design Guide #11: Floor Vibrations Due to Human Activity" (AISC)
9.  All specifications are the version referenced by the 2006 IBC.9.  All specifications are the version referenced by the 2006 IBC.9.  All specifications are the version referenced by the 2006 IBC.9.  All specifications are the version referenced by the 2006 IBC.

Notes apply to masonry shown on structural drawings and masonry shown onNotes apply to masonry shown on structural drawings and masonry shown onNotes apply to masonry shown on structural drawings and masonry shown onNotes apply to masonry shown on structural drawings and masonry shown on
architectural drawings.architectural drawings.architectural drawings.architectural drawings.
1.   Concrete masonry:1.   Concrete masonry:1.   Concrete masonry:1.   Concrete masonry:

1.1.   Compressive strength of masonry, f'm = 1500 psi.1.1.   Compressive strength of masonry, f'm = 1500 psi.1.1.   Compressive strength of masonry, f'm = 1500 psi.1.1.   Compressive strength of masonry, f'm = 1500 psi.
1.2.   Concrete masonry units lightweight (oven dry weight of concrete less than 1051.2.   Concrete masonry units lightweight (oven dry weight of concrete less than 1051.2.   Concrete masonry units lightweight (oven dry weight of concrete less than 1051.2.   Concrete masonry units lightweight (oven dry weight of concrete less than 105

pcf), conform to ASTM C90pcf), conform to ASTM C90pcf), conform to ASTM C90pcf), conform to ASTM C90
1.3.   Grout strength at 28 days = 125% of f'm, 2000 psi minimum.1.3.   Grout strength at 28 days = 125% of f'm, 2000 psi minimum.1.3.   Grout strength at 28 days = 125% of f'm, 2000 psi minimum.1.3.   Grout strength at 28 days = 125% of f'm, 2000 psi minimum.
1.4.   Mortar type - S, at exterior walls, hydrated lime required. Type N mortar, at1.4.   Mortar type - S, at exterior walls, hydrated lime required. Type N mortar, at1.4.   Mortar type - S, at exterior walls, hydrated lime required. Type N mortar, at1.4.   Mortar type - S, at exterior walls, hydrated lime required. Type N mortar, at

interior walls, hydrated lime required.interior walls, hydrated lime required.interior walls, hydrated lime required.interior walls, hydrated lime required.
1.5.1.5.1.5.1.5. pecial inspection not required.pecial inspection not required.pecial inspection not required.pecial inspection not required.

2.  Reinforcing bars:2.  Reinforcing bars:2.  Reinforcing bars:2.  Reinforcing bars:
2.1.  ASTM A615, grade 602.1.  ASTM A615, grade 602.1.  ASTM A615, grade 602.1.  ASTM A615, grade 60

3.  Wire Reinforcing:3.  Wire Reinforcing:3.  Wire Reinforcing:3.  Wire Reinforcing:
4.1   ASTM A9514.1   ASTM A9514.1   ASTM A9514.1   ASTM A951
4.2   Joint reinforcement shall be ladder type not truss type, see specifications.4.2   Joint reinforcement shall be ladder type not truss type, see specifications.4.2   Joint reinforcement shall be ladder type not truss type, see specifications.4.2   Joint reinforcement shall be ladder type not truss type, see specifications.

4.  Dowels from concrete shall be furnished and placed by concrete contractor.4.  Dowels from concrete shall be furnished and placed by concrete contractor.4.  Dowels from concrete shall be furnished and placed by concrete contractor.4.  Dowels from concrete shall be furnished and placed by concrete contractor.
5.  Masonry reinforcement is specified in sections and details.5.  Masonry reinforcement is specified in sections and details.5.  Masonry reinforcement is specified in sections and details.5.  Masonry reinforcement is specified in sections and details.

 Walls not identified on that schedule shall have minimum reinforcement as Walls not identified on that schedule shall have minimum reinforcement as Walls not identified on that schedule shall have minimum reinforcement as Walls not identified on that schedule shall have minimum reinforcement as
follows:follows:follows:follows:

5.1.  Minimum wall reinforcing (for walls in seismic design category A, B, or C) unless5.1.  Minimum wall reinforcing (for walls in seismic design category A, B, or C) unless5.1.  Minimum wall reinforcing (for walls in seismic design category A, B, or C) unless5.1.  Minimum wall reinforcing (for walls in seismic design category A, B, or C) unless
noted otherwise:noted otherwise:noted otherwise:noted otherwise:
NOMINAL WALL                    HORIZ LADDER        HORIZ BONDNOMINAL WALL                    HORIZ LADDER        HORIZ BONDNOMINAL WALL                    HORIZ LADDER        HORIZ BONDNOMINAL WALL                    HORIZ LADDER        HORIZ BOND
THICKNESS       VERT. REINF.     JOINT REINF. WIRE    BEAM REINF.THICKNESS       VERT. REINF.     JOINT REINF. WIRE    BEAM REINF.THICKNESS       VERT. REINF.     JOINT REINF. WIRE    BEAM REINF.THICKNESS       VERT. REINF.     JOINT REINF. WIRE    BEAM REINF.
6", 8",           #4 @ 10'-0"    9GA E.F. @ 16"       #4 @ 10'-0"6", 8",           #4 @ 10'-0"    9GA E.F. @ 16"       #4 @ 10'-0"6", 8",           #4 @ 10'-0"    9GA E.F. @ 16"       #4 @ 10'-0"6", 8",           #4 @ 10'-0"    9GA E.F. @ 16"       #4 @ 10'-0"
10", & 12"        CENTERED10", & 12"        CENTERED10", & 12"        CENTERED10", & 12"        CENTERED

5.2.  Vertical reinforcement shall extend the full height of the wall unless noted5.2.  Vertical reinforcement shall extend the full height of the wall unless noted5.2.  Vertical reinforcement shall extend the full height of the wall unless noted5.2.  Vertical reinforcement shall extend the full height of the wall unless noted
otherwise. Provide vertical wall reinforcing at all wall corners; end of walls; eachotherwise. Provide vertical wall reinforcing at all wall corners; end of walls; eachotherwise. Provide vertical wall reinforcing at all wall corners; end of walls; eachotherwise. Provide vertical wall reinforcing at all wall corners; end of walls; each
side of openings and at each side of control and expansion joints.  Matchside of openings and at each side of control and expansion joints.  Matchside of openings and at each side of control and expansion joints.  Matchside of openings and at each side of control and expansion joints.  Match
vertical bars in wall.vertical bars in wall.vertical bars in wall.vertical bars in wall.

5.3.  Provide bond beams at: sill lines, top and bottom edge of openings (Extend5.3.  Provide bond beams at: sill lines, top and bottom edge of openings (Extend5.3.  Provide bond beams at: sill lines, top and bottom edge of openings (Extend5.3.  Provide bond beams at: sill lines, top and bottom edge of openings (Extend
minimum of 2'-0" past opening, each side.  See schedule above forminimum of 2'-0" past opening, each side.  See schedule above forminimum of 2'-0" past opening, each side.  See schedule above forminimum of 2'-0" past opening, each side.  See schedule above for
reinforcing.), top of walls; floor lines; roof lines; top of parapets and at 4'-0"reinforcing.), top of walls; floor lines; roof lines; top of parapets and at 4'-0"reinforcing.), top of walls; floor lines; roof lines; top of parapets and at 4'-0"reinforcing.), top of walls; floor lines; roof lines; top of parapets and at 4'-0"
c/c max.  Bond beams shall be continuous U.N.O.  See typical bond beamc/c max.  Bond beams shall be continuous U.N.O.  See typical bond beamc/c max.  Bond beams shall be continuous U.N.O.  See typical bond beamc/c max.  Bond beams shall be continuous U.N.O.  See typical bond beam
detail.detail.detail.detail.

6.   See Structural drawings for lintel schedule over openings. See architectural drawings6.   See Structural drawings for lintel schedule over openings. See architectural drawings6.   See Structural drawings for lintel schedule over openings. See architectural drawings6.   See Structural drawings for lintel schedule over openings. See architectural drawings
for locations, spans and configurations of various types of lintels.for locations, spans and configurations of various types of lintels.for locations, spans and configurations of various types of lintels.for locations, spans and configurations of various types of lintels.

7.   Continue reinforcing through construction joints, and around corners unless noted7.   Continue reinforcing through construction joints, and around corners unless noted7.   Continue reinforcing through construction joints, and around corners unless noted7.   Continue reinforcing through construction joints, and around corners unless noted
otherwise. Terminate horizontal reinforcement at control joints except keep barsotherwise. Terminate horizontal reinforcement at control joints except keep barsotherwise. Terminate horizontal reinforcement at control joints except keep barsotherwise. Terminate horizontal reinforcement at control joints except keep bars
continuous at floors, roofs, lintels, and top and bottom of typical openings, seecontinuous at floors, roofs, lintels, and top and bottom of typical openings, seecontinuous at floors, roofs, lintels, and top and bottom of typical openings, seecontinuous at floors, roofs, lintels, and top and bottom of typical openings, see
typical details.typical details.typical details.typical details.

8.  Provide hooks on bars terminating into a masonry face: In walls at openings, heads,8.  Provide hooks on bars terminating into a masonry face: In walls at openings, heads,8.  Provide hooks on bars terminating into a masonry face: In walls at openings, heads,8.  Provide hooks on bars terminating into a masonry face: In walls at openings, heads,
jambs, control joints, ends. See typical details.jambs, control joints, ends. See typical details.jambs, control joints, ends. See typical details.jambs, control joints, ends. See typical details.

9.   Splice bars, where permitted, by contact laps, see typical details.9.   Splice bars, where permitted, by contact laps, see typical details.9.   Splice bars, where permitted, by contact laps, see typical details.9.   Splice bars, where permitted, by contact laps, see typical details.
10.  Vertical reinforcing bars shall have a minimum clearance of ¾" from masonry and10.  Vertical reinforcing bars shall have a minimum clearance of ¾" from masonry and10.  Vertical reinforcing bars shall have a minimum clearance of ¾" from masonry and10.  Vertical reinforcing bars shall have a minimum clearance of ¾" from masonry and

shall be held in position top and bottom and at intervals not exceeding 4'-0.shall be held in position top and bottom and at intervals not exceeding 4'-0.shall be held in position top and bottom and at intervals not exceeding 4'-0.shall be held in position top and bottom and at intervals not exceeding 4'-0.
Accessories for such support shall be used.Accessories for such support shall be used.Accessories for such support shall be used.Accessories for such support shall be used.

11.  Horizontal joint reinforcing shall be lapped no less than 6" all splices, including11.  Horizontal joint reinforcing shall be lapped no less than 6" all splices, including11.  Horizontal joint reinforcing shall be lapped no less than 6" all splices, including11.  Horizontal joint reinforcing shall be lapped no less than 6" all splices, including
corners and tees where no control joint is used.corners and tees where no control joint is used.corners and tees where no control joint is used.corners and tees where no control joint is used.

12.  Vertical grouting may be low lift or high lift as follows:12.  Vertical grouting may be low lift or high lift as follows:12.  Vertical grouting may be low lift or high lift as follows:12.  Vertical grouting may be low lift or high lift as follows:
12.1.  Low lift grouting may be used for all walls at the option of the contractor.12.1.  Low lift grouting may be used for all walls at the option of the contractor.12.1.  Low lift grouting may be used for all walls at the option of the contractor.12.1.  Low lift grouting may be used for all walls at the option of the contractor.

Lifts shall not exceed 4'-0" in height.Lifts shall not exceed 4'-0" in height.Lifts shall not exceed 4'-0" in height.Lifts shall not exceed 4'-0" in height.
12.2. High lift grouting shall not exceed one story in height. Clean out holes shall be12.2. High lift grouting shall not exceed one story in height. Clean out holes shall be12.2. High lift grouting shall not exceed one story in height. Clean out holes shall be12.2. High lift grouting shall not exceed one story in height. Clean out holes shall be

provided at the base of each grouted cell. All grout, low lift or high lift, shallprovided at the base of each grouted cell. All grout, low lift or high lift, shallprovided at the base of each grouted cell. All grout, low lift or high lift, shallprovided at the base of each grouted cell. All grout, low lift or high lift, shall
be mechanically vibrated throughout the height of the lift no more than fivebe mechanically vibrated throughout the height of the lift no more than fivebe mechanically vibrated throughout the height of the lift no more than fivebe mechanically vibrated throughout the height of the lift no more than five
minutes after grouting. Contractor shall indicate low lift or high grouting onminutes after grouting. Contractor shall indicate low lift or high grouting onminutes after grouting. Contractor shall indicate low lift or high grouting onminutes after grouting. Contractor shall indicate low lift or high grouting on
reinforcement submittals.reinforcement submittals.reinforcement submittals.reinforcement submittals.

13.  Coordinate blockouts, reveals, holes, openings and built in items with all contract13.  Coordinate blockouts, reveals, holes, openings and built in items with all contract13.  Coordinate blockouts, reveals, holes, openings and built in items with all contract13.  Coordinate blockouts, reveals, holes, openings and built in items with all contract
documents and trades.documents and trades.documents and trades.documents and trades.

14.  Grout cells solid at:  reinforcing, bond beams, inserts, anchors, elevator guide rails,14.  Grout cells solid at:  reinforcing, bond beams, inserts, anchors, elevator guide rails,14.  Grout cells solid at:  reinforcing, bond beams, inserts, anchors, elevator guide rails,14.  Grout cells solid at:  reinforcing, bond beams, inserts, anchors, elevator guide rails,
and 24" below bearing point of steel sections and 12" to each side.and 24" below bearing point of steel sections and 12" to each side.and 24" below bearing point of steel sections and 12" to each side.and 24" below bearing point of steel sections and 12" to each side.

14.1.  Grout in masonry beams shall be vibrated as it is placed. Where full depth14.1.  Grout in masonry beams shall be vibrated as it is placed. Where full depth14.1.  Grout in masonry beams shall be vibrated as it is placed. Where full depth14.1.  Grout in masonry beams shall be vibrated as it is placed. Where full depth
grouting of the beam is required, the grouting shall extend to the end of thegrouting of the beam is required, the grouting shall extend to the end of thegrouting of the beam is required, the grouting shall extend to the end of thegrouting of the beam is required, the grouting shall extend to the end of the
horizontal bars at reinforcement locations, and a minimum of 16" beyond thehorizontal bars at reinforcement locations, and a minimum of 16" beyond thehorizontal bars at reinforcement locations, and a minimum of 16" beyond thehorizontal bars at reinforcement locations, and a minimum of 16" beyond the
support in unreinforced courses.support in unreinforced courses.support in unreinforced courses.support in unreinforced courses.

15.  All walls are running bond, unless noted otherwise.15.  All walls are running bond, unless noted otherwise.15.  All walls are running bond, unless noted otherwise.15.  All walls are running bond, unless noted otherwise.

1.   Submit shop drawings along with calculations noted.  Both to be signed by a1.   Submit shop drawings along with calculations noted.  Both to be signed by a1.   Submit shop drawings along with calculations noted.  Both to be signed by a1.   Submit shop drawings along with calculations noted.  Both to be signed by a
Professional Engineer licensed in the state where the project is located whenProfessional Engineer licensed in the state where the project is located whenProfessional Engineer licensed in the state where the project is located whenProfessional Engineer licensed in the state where the project is located when
required by specification. These deferred submittals (shop drawings) shall first berequired by specification. These deferred submittals (shop drawings) shall first berequired by specification. These deferred submittals (shop drawings) shall first berequired by specification. These deferred submittals (shop drawings) shall first be
submitted to the project architect and/or engineer of record for review andsubmitted to the project architect and/or engineer of record for review andsubmitted to the project architect and/or engineer of record for review andsubmitted to the project architect and/or engineer of record for review and
coordination. Following the completion of the review and coordination by thecoordination. Following the completion of the review and coordination by thecoordination. Following the completion of the review and coordination by thecoordination. Following the completion of the review and coordination by the
Architect/Engineer of record; a submittal may then be made by the Contractor toArchitect/Engineer of record; a submittal may then be made by the Contractor toArchitect/Engineer of record; a submittal may then be made by the Contractor toArchitect/Engineer of record; a submittal may then be made by the Contractor to
the local Building Department for review and approval, which shall include a letterthe local Building Department for review and approval, which shall include a letterthe local Building Department for review and approval, which shall include a letterthe local Building Department for review and approval, which shall include a letter
stating this review and coordination has been performed and completed and plansstating this review and coordination has been performed and completed and plansstating this review and coordination has been performed and completed and plansstating this review and coordination has been performed and completed and plans
and calculations for the deferred items are found to be acceptable (e.g., with regardand calculations for the deferred items are found to be acceptable (e.g., with regardand calculations for the deferred items are found to be acceptable (e.g., with regardand calculations for the deferred items are found to be acceptable (e.g., with regard
to geometry, load conditions, etc.) with no exceptions.to geometry, load conditions, etc.) with no exceptions.to geometry, load conditions, etc.) with no exceptions.to geometry, load conditions, etc.) with no exceptions.

2.  The list of items for deferred submittals includes the following items:2.  The list of items for deferred submittals includes the following items:2.  The list of items for deferred submittals includes the following items:2.  The list of items for deferred submittals includes the following items:
2.1.    Prefabricated stair units and their connections.2.1.    Prefabricated stair units and their connections.2.1.    Prefabricated stair units and their connections.2.1.    Prefabricated stair units and their connections.

1.   The Contractor is solely responsible for all safety regulations, programs and1.   The Contractor is solely responsible for all safety regulations, programs and1.   The Contractor is solely responsible for all safety regulations, programs and1.   The Contractor is solely responsible for all safety regulations, programs and
precautions related to all work on this project.precautions related to all work on this project.precautions related to all work on this project.precautions related to all work on this project.

2.  The Contractor is solely responsible for the protection of persons and property either2.  The Contractor is solely responsible for the protection of persons and property either2.  The Contractor is solely responsible for the protection of persons and property either2.  The Contractor is solely responsible for the protection of persons and property either
on or adjacent to the project and shall protect it against injury, damage, or loss.on or adjacent to the project and shall protect it against injury, damage, or loss.on or adjacent to the project and shall protect it against injury, damage, or loss.on or adjacent to the project and shall protect it against injury, damage, or loss.

3.  Means and methods of construction and erection of structural materials are solely3.  Means and methods of construction and erection of structural materials are solely3.  Means and methods of construction and erection of structural materials are solely3.  Means and methods of construction and erection of structural materials are solely
the Contractor's responsibility.the Contractor's responsibility.the Contractor's responsibility.the Contractor's responsibility.

4.  The structure is designed to function as a unit upon completion of construction of4.  The structure is designed to function as a unit upon completion of construction of4.  The structure is designed to function as a unit upon completion of construction of4.  The structure is designed to function as a unit upon completion of construction of
the project and then, only to support the design loads indicated. The contractor isthe project and then, only to support the design loads indicated. The contractor isthe project and then, only to support the design loads indicated. The contractor isthe project and then, only to support the design loads indicated. The contractor is
responsible for means, methods and sequence of construction and the adequacy ofresponsible for means, methods and sequence of construction and the adequacy ofresponsible for means, methods and sequence of construction and the adequacy ofresponsible for means, methods and sequence of construction and the adequacy of
the structure to support lads occurring during construction of the project. Furnishthe structure to support lads occurring during construction of the project. Furnishthe structure to support lads occurring during construction of the project. Furnishthe structure to support lads occurring during construction of the project. Furnish
all temporary bracing, shoring, and/or support as may be required.all temporary bracing, shoring, and/or support as may be required.all temporary bracing, shoring, and/or support as may be required.all temporary bracing, shoring, and/or support as may be required.

5.  Where supported slabs are to be used for staging or temporary storage area the5.  Where supported slabs are to be used for staging or temporary storage area the5.  Where supported slabs are to be used for staging or temporary storage area the5.  Where supported slabs are to be used for staging or temporary storage area the
contractor shall verify that unit loads do not exceed the design loads for thecontractor shall verify that unit loads do not exceed the design loads for thecontractor shall verify that unit loads do not exceed the design loads for thecontractor shall verify that unit loads do not exceed the design loads for the
supporting slabs.supporting slabs.supporting slabs.supporting slabs.

6.   No openings, nor any change in size, dimension or location shall be made in any6.   No openings, nor any change in size, dimension or location shall be made in any6.   No openings, nor any change in size, dimension or location shall be made in any6.   No openings, nor any change in size, dimension or location shall be made in any
structural element without written approval of the Structural Engineer.structural element without written approval of the Structural Engineer.structural element without written approval of the Structural Engineer.structural element without written approval of the Structural Engineer.

7.   Where dimensions or weights of M.E.P. equipment or systems are variable from7.   Where dimensions or weights of M.E.P. equipment or systems are variable from7.   Where dimensions or weights of M.E.P. equipment or systems are variable from7.   Where dimensions or weights of M.E.P. equipment or systems are variable from
manufacturer to manufacturer, verify dimensions and weights shown on drawings withmanufacturer to manufacturer, verify dimensions and weights shown on drawings withmanufacturer to manufacturer, verify dimensions and weights shown on drawings withmanufacturer to manufacturer, verify dimensions and weights shown on drawings with
selected manufacturer prior to ordering materials.  Notify Structural Engineer ofselected manufacturer prior to ordering materials.  Notify Structural Engineer ofselected manufacturer prior to ordering materials.  Notify Structural Engineer ofselected manufacturer prior to ordering materials.  Notify Structural Engineer of
discrepancies.discrepancies.discrepancies.discrepancies.

8.  Do not place equipment when shipping or operating weight exceeds weight indicated8.  Do not place equipment when shipping or operating weight exceeds weight indicated8.  Do not place equipment when shipping or operating weight exceeds weight indicated8.  Do not place equipment when shipping or operating weight exceeds weight indicated
on structural drawings.on structural drawings.on structural drawings.on structural drawings.

9.   Openings 1'- 4" or less on a side are generally not shown on the structural9.   Openings 1'- 4" or less on a side are generally not shown on the structural9.   Openings 1'- 4" or less on a side are generally not shown on the structural9.   Openings 1'- 4" or less on a side are generally not shown on the structural
drawings. Refer to drawings of other consultants for such openings.drawings. Refer to drawings of other consultants for such openings.drawings. Refer to drawings of other consultants for such openings.drawings. Refer to drawings of other consultants for such openings.

10.  Openings through floors and/or roofs for passage of utilities are not located nor10.  Openings through floors and/or roofs for passage of utilities are not located nor10.  Openings through floors and/or roofs for passage of utilities are not located nor10.  Openings through floors and/or roofs for passage of utilities are not located nor
dimensioned on structural drawings.  Contractor shall obtain and coordinate suchdimensioned on structural drawings.  Contractor shall obtain and coordinate suchdimensioned on structural drawings.  Contractor shall obtain and coordinate suchdimensioned on structural drawings.  Contractor shall obtain and coordinate such
locations and dimensions with the contractor requiring the opening.locations and dimensions with the contractor requiring the opening.locations and dimensions with the contractor requiring the opening.locations and dimensions with the contractor requiring the opening.

11.  Show all openings through structural members on shop drawings and submit for11.  Show all openings through structural members on shop drawings and submit for11.  Show all openings through structural members on shop drawings and submit for11.  Show all openings through structural members on shop drawings and submit for
review. Openings not shown on structural drawings are subject to acceptance andreview. Openings not shown on structural drawings are subject to acceptance andreview. Openings not shown on structural drawings are subject to acceptance andreview. Openings not shown on structural drawings are subject to acceptance and
shall be specifically indicated for review and acceptance.shall be specifically indicated for review and acceptance.shall be specifically indicated for review and acceptance.shall be specifically indicated for review and acceptance.

12.  Verify elevator pit dimensions, locations, loadings, and details with the12.  Verify elevator pit dimensions, locations, loadings, and details with the12.  Verify elevator pit dimensions, locations, loadings, and details with the12.  Verify elevator pit dimensions, locations, loadings, and details with the
elevator supplier prior to the fabrication and/or installation of anyelevator supplier prior to the fabrication and/or installation of anyelevator supplier prior to the fabrication and/or installation of anyelevator supplier prior to the fabrication and/or installation of any
material.material.material.material.

13.  Fireproofing of structural elements is not shown on the structural drawings.  Refer13.  Fireproofing of structural elements is not shown on the structural drawings.  Refer13.  Fireproofing of structural elements is not shown on the structural drawings.  Refer13.  Fireproofing of structural elements is not shown on the structural drawings.  Refer
to the specifications and architectural drawings for fire rating requirements.to the specifications and architectural drawings for fire rating requirements.to the specifications and architectural drawings for fire rating requirements.to the specifications and architectural drawings for fire rating requirements.

14.  Do not scale these drawings, use the dimensions shown.14.  Do not scale these drawings, use the dimensions shown.14.  Do not scale these drawings, use the dimensions shown.14.  Do not scale these drawings, use the dimensions shown.
15.  See specifications for testing and inspections by Independent Testing Agency15.  See specifications for testing and inspections by Independent Testing Agency15.  See specifications for testing and inspections by Independent Testing Agency15.  See specifications for testing and inspections by Independent Testing Agency

employed by the owner.employed by the owner.employed by the owner.employed by the owner.
16.  No structural modifications, alterations, or repairs shall be made without prior16.  No structural modifications, alterations, or repairs shall be made without prior16.  No structural modifications, alterations, or repairs shall be made without prior16.  No structural modifications, alterations, or repairs shall be made without prior

review by Structural Engineer. Submit details and calculations prepared by areview by Structural Engineer. Submit details and calculations prepared by areview by Structural Engineer. Submit details and calculations prepared by areview by Structural Engineer. Submit details and calculations prepared by a
professional engineer registered in state where project is located and employed byprofessional engineer registered in state where project is located and employed byprofessional engineer registered in state where project is located and employed byprofessional engineer registered in state where project is located and employed by
contractor.contractor.contractor.contractor.

1.   Comply with steel deck institute (SDI) and project specifications. Steel for deck:1.   Comply with steel deck institute (SDI) and project specifications. Steel for deck:1.   Comply with steel deck institute (SDI) and project specifications. Steel for deck:1.   Comply with steel deck institute (SDI) and project specifications. Steel for deck:
Minimum yield strength, 33 ksi.Minimum yield strength, 33 ksi.Minimum yield strength, 33 ksi.Minimum yield strength, 33 ksi.

2.  Deck depth, min gage, finish and slab reinforcing are shown on the plans.2.  Deck depth, min gage, finish and slab reinforcing are shown on the plans.2.  Deck depth, min gage, finish and slab reinforcing are shown on the plans.2.  Deck depth, min gage, finish and slab reinforcing are shown on the plans.
3.  The gage of the composite deck shall be verified by the deck supplier for the span3.  The gage of the composite deck shall be verified by the deck supplier for the span3.  The gage of the composite deck shall be verified by the deck supplier for the span3.  The gage of the composite deck shall be verified by the deck supplier for the span

conditions shown on the final detailed deck shop drawings. The minimum thicknessconditions shown on the final detailed deck shop drawings. The minimum thicknessconditions shown on the final detailed deck shop drawings. The minimum thicknessconditions shown on the final detailed deck shop drawings. The minimum thickness
shall be 20 gage.shall be 20 gage.shall be 20 gage.shall be 20 gage.

4.  Composite deck and slab shall be capable of supporting full-unfactored loads as4.  Composite deck and slab shall be capable of supporting full-unfactored loads as4.  Composite deck and slab shall be capable of supporting full-unfactored loads as4.  Composite deck and slab shall be capable of supporting full-unfactored loads as
indicated on load key sheets.indicated on load key sheets.indicated on load key sheets.indicated on load key sheets.

5.  Deck shall be capable of supporting unfactored construction loads (wet concrete5.  Deck shall be capable of supporting unfactored construction loads (wet concrete5.  Deck shall be capable of supporting unfactored construction loads (wet concrete5.  Deck shall be capable of supporting unfactored construction loads (wet concrete
+20psf) without shoring.+20psf) without shoring.+20psf) without shoring.+20psf) without shoring.

5.1.  It shall be the responsibility of the deck supplier to coordinate anticipated5.1.  It shall be the responsibility of the deck supplier to coordinate anticipated5.1.  It shall be the responsibility of the deck supplier to coordinate anticipated5.1.  It shall be the responsibility of the deck supplier to coordinate anticipated
construction loads with the concrete contractor.construction loads with the concrete contractor.construction loads with the concrete contractor.construction loads with the concrete contractor.

5.2.  Deck shop drawings shall clearly indicate maximum allowable construction loads.5.2.  Deck shop drawings shall clearly indicate maximum allowable construction loads.5.2.  Deck shop drawings shall clearly indicate maximum allowable construction loads.5.2.  Deck shop drawings shall clearly indicate maximum allowable construction loads.
5.3.  Maximum construction load deflection=L/180 with ¾" maximum.5.3.  Maximum construction load deflection=L/180 with ¾" maximum.5.3.  Maximum construction load deflection=L/180 with ¾" maximum.5.3.  Maximum construction load deflection=L/180 with ¾" maximum.

6.   Where Construction methods or slab thickness cause abnormally high construction6.   Where Construction methods or slab thickness cause abnormally high construction6.   Where Construction methods or slab thickness cause abnormally high construction6.   Where Construction methods or slab thickness cause abnormally high construction
loads, deck may be shored at contractor's option. General Contractor shallloads, deck may be shored at contractor's option. General Contractor shallloads, deck may be shored at contractor's option. General Contractor shallloads, deck may be shored at contractor's option. General Contractor shall
coordinate.coordinate.coordinate.coordinate.

6.1.   Areas that must be shored shall be clearly indicated on composite deck shop6.1.   Areas that must be shored shall be clearly indicated on composite deck shop6.1.   Areas that must be shored shall be clearly indicated on composite deck shop6.1.   Areas that must be shored shall be clearly indicated on composite deck shop
drawings.drawings.drawings.drawings.

6.2.  As a minimum, shores shall extend to a floor that has reached 75% of6.2.  As a minimum, shores shall extend to a floor that has reached 75% of6.2.  As a minimum, shores shall extend to a floor that has reached 75% of6.2.  As a minimum, shores shall extend to a floor that has reached 75% of
specified compressive strength. Deck supplier shall verify deck and slabspecified compressive strength. Deck supplier shall verify deck and slabspecified compressive strength. Deck supplier shall verify deck and slabspecified compressive strength. Deck supplier shall verify deck and slab
capacities for shoring loads.capacities for shoring loads.capacities for shoring loads.capacities for shoring loads.

6.3.  Proposed shoring layout and extent shall be submitted to Structural Engineer for6.3.  Proposed shoring layout and extent shall be submitted to Structural Engineer for6.3.  Proposed shoring layout and extent shall be submitted to Structural Engineer for6.3.  Proposed shoring layout and extent shall be submitted to Structural Engineer for
review.review.review.review.

7.   The final slab thickness shall be no less than called for on the plans.7.   The final slab thickness shall be no less than called for on the plans.7.   The final slab thickness shall be no less than called for on the plans.7.   The final slab thickness shall be no less than called for on the plans.
8.  Provide required support for composite deck and concrete at through columns and at8.  Provide required support for composite deck and concrete at through columns and at8.  Provide required support for composite deck and concrete at through columns and at8.  Provide required support for composite deck and concrete at through columns and at

wet columns.wet columns.wet columns.wet columns.
9.   Formed openings through deck.9.   Formed openings through deck.9.   Formed openings through deck.9.   Formed openings through deck.

9.1.   Form openings (block out) on top of deck allowing deck to remain in place9.1.   Form openings (block out) on top of deck allowing deck to remain in place9.1.   Form openings (block out) on top of deck allowing deck to remain in place9.1.   Form openings (block out) on top of deck allowing deck to remain in place
until concrete cures.until concrete cures.until concrete cures.until concrete cures.

9.2.  Additional reinforcing not required for openings less than 6 inches square or9.2.  Additional reinforcing not required for openings less than 6 inches square or9.2.  Additional reinforcing not required for openings less than 6 inches square or9.2.  Additional reinforcing not required for openings less than 6 inches square or
round or for rectangular openings less than 6 inches x 12 inches, where lesserround or for rectangular openings less than 6 inches x 12 inches, where lesserround or for rectangular openings less than 6 inches x 12 inches, where lesserround or for rectangular openings less than 6 inches x 12 inches, where lesser
dimension is perpendicular to span of deck.dimension is perpendicular to span of deck.dimension is perpendicular to span of deck.dimension is perpendicular to span of deck.

9.3.  Openings>1'-0"<4'-0" shall be reinforced with additional trim bars as shown in9.3.  Openings>1'-0"<4'-0" shall be reinforced with additional trim bars as shown in9.3.  Openings>1'-0"<4'-0" shall be reinforced with additional trim bars as shown in9.3.  Openings>1'-0"<4'-0" shall be reinforced with additional trim bars as shown in
typical detailS.typical detailS.typical detailS.typical detailS.

9.4.  Openings larger than 4'-0" square shall be supported with WF framing, RE: Plan9.4.  Openings larger than 4'-0" square shall be supported with WF framing, RE: Plan9.4.  Openings larger than 4'-0" square shall be supported with WF framing, RE: Plan9.4.  Openings larger than 4'-0" square shall be supported with WF framing, RE: Plan
for framing.for framing.for framing.for framing.

10.  Shear Connectors:10.  Shear Connectors:10.  Shear Connectors:10.  Shear Connectors:
10.1.  ¾" diameter x 4.5" finished length headed shear studs for10.1.  ¾" diameter x 4.5" finished length headed shear studs for10.1.  ¾" diameter x 4.5" finished length headed shear studs for10.1.  ¾" diameter x 4.5" finished length headed shear studs for  in. thick in. thick in. thick in. thick

composite slab, ¾" diameter x 3.5" finihsed length for 4 in. thick composite slab.composite slab, ¾" diameter x 3.5" finihsed length for 4 in. thick composite slab.composite slab, ¾" diameter x 3.5" finihsed length for 4 in. thick composite slab.composite slab, ¾" diameter x 3.5" finihsed length for 4 in. thick composite slab.
10.2. Number of shear connectors (S.C.) shown on the drawings are based upon the10.2. Number of shear connectors (S.C.) shown on the drawings are based upon the10.2. Number of shear connectors (S.C.) shown on the drawings are based upon the10.2. Number of shear connectors (S.C.) shown on the drawings are based upon the

following deck configuration:following deck configuration:following deck configuration:following deck configuration:
10.2.1. 2" and 3" deep composite deck with average rib width of 6".10.2.1. 2" and 3" deep composite deck with average rib width of 6".10.2.1. 2" and 3" deep composite deck with average rib width of 6".10.2.1. 2" and 3" deep composite deck with average rib width of 6".

10.3. The composite deck supplier is responsible for furnishing deck that confirms with10.3. The composite deck supplier is responsible for furnishing deck that confirms with10.3. The composite deck supplier is responsible for furnishing deck that confirms with10.3. The composite deck supplier is responsible for furnishing deck that confirms with
minimum average rib widths indicated above.  If minimum average rib widthsminimum average rib widths indicated above.  If minimum average rib widthsminimum average rib widths indicated above.  If minimum average rib widthsminimum average rib widths indicated above.  If minimum average rib widths
are less than indicated above, deck supplier shall furnish additional shearare less than indicated above, deck supplier shall furnish additional shearare less than indicated above, deck supplier shall furnish additional shearare less than indicated above, deck supplier shall furnish additional shear
connectors as required.connectors as required.connectors as required.connectors as required.

10.4. No shop paint on shear connectors or on the top surface of the beams that10.4. No shop paint on shear connectors or on the top surface of the beams that10.4. No shop paint on shear connectors or on the top surface of the beams that10.4. No shop paint on shear connectors or on the top surface of the beams that
receive field welded shear connectors.receive field welded shear connectors.receive field welded shear connectors.receive field welded shear connectors.

10.5. Shear studs marked on plan for cantilevered beams shall be placed only on the10.5. Shear studs marked on plan for cantilevered beams shall be placed only on the10.5. Shear studs marked on plan for cantilevered beams shall be placed only on the10.5. Shear studs marked on plan for cantilevered beams shall be placed only on the
back span with minimum studs as specified in Composite Deck General Notesback span with minimum studs as specified in Composite Deck General Notesback span with minimum studs as specified in Composite Deck General Notesback span with minimum studs as specified in Composite Deck General Notes
placed on the cantilevered end.placed on the cantilevered end.placed on the cantilevered end.placed on the cantilevered end.

10.6.  Shear studs shall be placed directly over the beam Web for beams having10.6.  Shear studs shall be placed directly over the beam Web for beams having10.6.  Shear studs shall be placed directly over the beam Web for beams having10.6.  Shear studs shall be placed directly over the beam Web for beams having
flange thicknesses 0.3" and less.flange thicknesses 0.3" and less.flange thicknesses 0.3" and less.flange thicknesses 0.3" and less.

10.7. Where shear studs are not indicated, provide minimum shear studs at 12" on all10.7. Where shear studs are not indicated, provide minimum shear studs at 12" on all10.7. Where shear studs are not indicated, provide minimum shear studs at 12" on all10.7. Where shear studs are not indicated, provide minimum shear studs at 12" on all
beams and girders that support composite deck.beams and girders that support composite deck.beams and girders that support composite deck.beams and girders that support composite deck.

1.   Comply with SDI and project specifications. Conform to requirements of OSHA, 291.   Comply with SDI and project specifications. Conform to requirements of OSHA, 291.   Comply with SDI and project specifications. Conform to requirements of OSHA, 291.   Comply with SDI and project specifications. Conform to requirements of OSHA, 29
CFR part 1926.CFR part 1926.CFR part 1926.CFR part 1926.

2.  Do not suspend point loads from deck including hangers for:  ceilings, pipes, ducts,2.  Do not suspend point loads from deck including hangers for:  ceilings, pipes, ducts,2.  Do not suspend point loads from deck including hangers for:  ceilings, pipes, ducts,2.  Do not suspend point loads from deck including hangers for:  ceilings, pipes, ducts,
equipment, etc.  Contractor installing such point loads shall provide sub-framing toequipment, etc.  Contractor installing such point loads shall provide sub-framing toequipment, etc.  Contractor installing such point loads shall provide sub-framing toequipment, etc.  Contractor installing such point loads shall provide sub-framing to
transfer loads to structural members supporting deck.transfer loads to structural members supporting deck.transfer loads to structural members supporting deck.transfer loads to structural members supporting deck.

3.  Steel deck:  minimum yield strength 33 ksi.3.  Steel deck:  minimum yield strength 33 ksi.3.  Steel deck:  minimum yield strength 33 ksi.3.  Steel deck:  minimum yield strength 33 ksi.
4.  Depth, minimum steel gage and finish are shown on plan.4.  Depth, minimum steel gage and finish are shown on plan.4.  Depth, minimum steel gage and finish are shown on plan.4.  Depth, minimum steel gage and finish are shown on plan.

1.   Design in accordance with SJI and project specifications. Conform to requirements1.   Design in accordance with SJI and project specifications. Conform to requirements1.   Design in accordance with SJI and project specifications. Conform to requirements1.   Design in accordance with SJI and project specifications. Conform to requirements
of OSHA, 29 CFR part 1926 with respect to:of OSHA, 29 CFR part 1926 with respect to:of OSHA, 29 CFR part 1926 with respect to:of OSHA, 29 CFR part 1926 with respect to:

1.1.   Bolted Connections.1.1.   Bolted Connections.1.1.   Bolted Connections.1.1.   Bolted Connections.
1.2.   Bottom chord extensions at column centerlines.1.2.   Bottom chord extensions at column centerlines.1.2.   Bottom chord extensions at column centerlines.1.2.   Bottom chord extensions at column centerlines.
1.3.   Column joist stability1.3.   Column joist stability1.3.   Column joist stability1.3.   Column joist stability
1.4.   Erection stability bridging1.4.   Erection stability bridging1.4.   Erection stability bridging1.4.   Erection stability bridging

2.  Erect in accordance with AISC, SJI, and project specifications.  Do not erect2.  Erect in accordance with AISC, SJI, and project specifications.  Do not erect2.  Erect in accordance with AISC, SJI, and project specifications.  Do not erect2.  Erect in accordance with AISC, SJI, and project specifications.  Do not erect
damaged joists.  Do not field cut, drill or modify joists.damaged joists.  Do not field cut, drill or modify joists.damaged joists.  Do not field cut, drill or modify joists.damaged joists.  Do not field cut, drill or modify joists.

3.  Design extended ends for same uniform load capacity as main span, unless noted3.  Design extended ends for same uniform load capacity as main span, unless noted3.  Design extended ends for same uniform load capacity as main span, unless noted3.  Design extended ends for same uniform load capacity as main span, unless noted
otherwise.otherwise.otherwise.otherwise.

4.  Connections:4.  Connections:4.  Connections:4.  Connections:
4.1.  Weld to supports per SJI, unless noted otherwise.4.1.  Weld to supports per SJI, unless noted otherwise.4.1.  Weld to supports per SJI, unless noted otherwise.4.1.  Weld to supports per SJI, unless noted otherwise.
4.2.  Provide slope shoes or bearings as required for level bearing on supports.4.2.  Provide slope shoes or bearings as required for level bearing on supports.4.2.  Provide slope shoes or bearings as required for level bearing on supports.4.2.  Provide slope shoes or bearings as required for level bearing on supports.
4.3.  Provide bolted joist connections for all joists on column centerlines.4.3.  Provide bolted joist connections for all joists on column centerlines.4.3.  Provide bolted joist connections for all joists on column centerlines.4.3.  Provide bolted joist connections for all joists on column centerlines.

5.  Provide and anchor bridging per SJI. Extend and connect bridging to adjacent beams5.  Provide and anchor bridging per SJI. Extend and connect bridging to adjacent beams5.  Provide and anchor bridging per SJI. Extend and connect bridging to adjacent beams5.  Provide and anchor bridging per SJI. Extend and connect bridging to adjacent beams
and concrete or masonry walls. See typical details.and concrete or masonry walls. See typical details.and concrete or masonry walls. See typical details.and concrete or masonry walls. See typical details.

6.   Provide ceiling extensions where ceilings are attached directly to bottom chord of6.   Provide ceiling extensions where ceilings are attached directly to bottom chord of6.   Provide ceiling extensions where ceilings are attached directly to bottom chord of6.   Provide ceiling extensions where ceilings are attached directly to bottom chord of
joists.joists.joists.joists.

7.   Locate pipe and equipment hangers and other concentrated loads only where loads7.   Locate pipe and equipment hangers and other concentrated loads only where loads7.   Locate pipe and equipment hangers and other concentrated loads only where loads7.   Locate pipe and equipment hangers and other concentrated loads only where loads
are shown on joist shop drawings. Attachment method as approved by joistare shown on joist shop drawings. Attachment method as approved by joistare shown on joist shop drawings. Attachment method as approved by joistare shown on joist shop drawings. Attachment method as approved by joist
manufacturer. See specifications for bottom chord load limitations.manufacturer. See specifications for bottom chord load limitations.manufacturer. See specifications for bottom chord load limitations.manufacturer. See specifications for bottom chord load limitations.

1.   Steel sections:1.   Steel sections:1.   Steel sections:1.   Steel sections:
1.1.   Wide Flange and WT sections - ASTM A992 or ASTM 572 Grade 50, Fy= 50 ksi.1.1.   Wide Flange and WT sections - ASTM A992 or ASTM 572 Grade 50, Fy= 50 ksi.1.1.   Wide Flange and WT sections - ASTM A992 or ASTM 572 Grade 50, Fy= 50 ksi.1.1.   Wide Flange and WT sections - ASTM A992 or ASTM 572 Grade 50, Fy= 50 ksi.
1.2.   Other rolled shapes, M, S, HP, C, MC and angles - ASTM A36, Fy = 36 ksi.1.2.   Other rolled shapes, M, S, HP, C, MC and angles - ASTM A36, Fy = 36 ksi.1.2.   Other rolled shapes, M, S, HP, C, MC and angles - ASTM A36, Fy = 36 ksi.1.2.   Other rolled shapes, M, S, HP, C, MC and angles - ASTM A36, Fy = 36 ksi.
1.3.   Pipe - ASTM A53, Fy= 35 ksi.1.3.   Pipe - ASTM A53, Fy= 35 ksi.1.3.   Pipe - ASTM A53, Fy= 35 ksi.1.3.   Pipe - ASTM A53, Fy= 35 ksi.
1.4.   Square and rectangular HSS - ASTM A500, Fy= 46 ksi.1.4.   Square and rectangular HSS - ASTM A500, Fy= 46 ksi.1.4.   Square and rectangular HSS - ASTM A500, Fy= 46 ksi.1.4.   Square and rectangular HSS - ASTM A500, Fy= 46 ksi.
1.5.   Plate 4" thick or less ASTM A36, Fy= 36 ksi1.5.   Plate 4" thick or less ASTM A36, Fy= 36 ksi1.5.   Plate 4" thick or less ASTM A36, Fy= 36 ksi1.5.   Plate 4" thick or less ASTM A36, Fy= 36 ksi
1.6.   Anchor rods - ASTM F1554 Grade 55 with Supplement S1, Fy= 55 ksi. J and L1.6.   Anchor rods - ASTM F1554 Grade 55 with Supplement S1, Fy= 55 ksi. J and L1.6.   Anchor rods - ASTM F1554 Grade 55 with Supplement S1, Fy= 55 ksi. J and L1.6.   Anchor rods - ASTM F1554 Grade 55 with Supplement S1, Fy= 55 ksi. J and L

bolts not allowed.bolts not allowed.bolts not allowed.bolts not allowed.
2.  Structural steel has been designed in accordance with "AISC Manual Of Steel2.  Structural steel has been designed in accordance with "AISC Manual Of Steel2.  Structural steel has been designed in accordance with "AISC Manual Of Steel2.  Structural steel has been designed in accordance with "AISC Manual Of Steel

Construction", Latest Edition, unless noted otherwise.  All beam shears, reactions,Construction", Latest Edition, unless noted otherwise.  All beam shears, reactions,Construction", Latest Edition, unless noted otherwise.  All beam shears, reactions,Construction", Latest Edition, unless noted otherwise.  All beam shears, reactions,
member forces, moments, etc. shown on these drawings are factored loadsmember forces, moments, etc. shown on these drawings are factored loadsmember forces, moments, etc. shown on these drawings are factored loadsmember forces, moments, etc. shown on these drawings are factored loads
conforming to requirements of AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD).conforming to requirements of AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD).conforming to requirements of AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD).conforming to requirements of AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD).

3.  Connection Design:3.  Connection Design:3.  Connection Design:3.  Connection Design:
3.1.  The Structural Engineer of Record (EOR) intends to provide all steel connection3.1.  The Structural Engineer of Record (EOR) intends to provide all steel connection3.1.  The Structural Engineer of Record (EOR) intends to provide all steel connection3.1.  The Structural Engineer of Record (EOR) intends to provide all steel connection

designs. Connection designs have been included in the contract documents.designs. Connection designs have been included in the contract documents.designs. Connection designs have been included in the contract documents.designs. Connection designs have been included in the contract documents.
3.2.  If a connection design is inadvertently omitted from contract documents the3.2.  If a connection design is inadvertently omitted from contract documents the3.2.  If a connection design is inadvertently omitted from contract documents the3.2.  If a connection design is inadvertently omitted from contract documents the

contractor shall request connection design from structural engineer.contractor shall request connection design from structural engineer.contractor shall request connection design from structural engineer.contractor shall request connection design from structural engineer.

4.  Connection design forces (factored LRFD values): Unless noted otherwise, contractor4.  Connection design forces (factored LRFD values): Unless noted otherwise, contractor4.  Connection design forces (factored LRFD values): Unless noted otherwise, contractor4.  Connection design forces (factored LRFD values): Unless noted otherwise, contractor
shall select connection designs from connection tabulations shown on the contractshall select connection designs from connection tabulations shown on the contractshall select connection designs from connection tabulations shown on the contractshall select connection designs from connection tabulations shown on the contract
documents.documents.documents.documents.

5.  Simple Beam Connections:5.  Simple Beam Connections:5.  Simple Beam Connections:5.  Simple Beam Connections:
5.1.  Simple Beam Connections:  Select connections with capacities equal to or5.1.  Simple Beam Connections:  Select connections with capacities equal to or5.1.  Simple Beam Connections:  Select connections with capacities equal to or5.1.  Simple Beam Connections:  Select connections with capacities equal to or

greater than the beam reactions: indicated on the drawings. Contractor shallgreater than the beam reactions: indicated on the drawings. Contractor shallgreater than the beam reactions: indicated on the drawings. Contractor shallgreater than the beam reactions: indicated on the drawings. Contractor shall
request beam reactions that are inadvertently missing from the drawings.request beam reactions that are inadvertently missing from the drawings.request beam reactions that are inadvertently missing from the drawings.request beam reactions that are inadvertently missing from the drawings.
Comply with the following additional requirements for one-sided and two-sidedComply with the following additional requirements for one-sided and two-sidedComply with the following additional requirements for one-sided and two-sidedComply with the following additional requirements for one-sided and two-sided
shear connections:shear connections:shear connections:shear connections:

5.1.1.  One-sided shear connections: Single angle, single bent plate, and5.1.1.  One-sided shear connections: Single angle, single bent plate, and5.1.1.  One-sided shear connections: Single angle, single bent plate, and5.1.1.  One-sided shear connections: Single angle, single bent plate, and
shear plate typ connections shall be detailed to use the maximum numbershear plate typ connections shall be detailed to use the maximum numbershear plate typ connections shall be detailed to use the maximum numbershear plate typ connections shall be detailed to use the maximum number
of rows of bolts (spaced at 3" o.c. or greater spacing if required toof rows of bolts (spaced at 3" o.c. or greater spacing if required toof rows of bolts (spaced at 3" o.c. or greater spacing if required toof rows of bolts (spaced at 3" o.c. or greater spacing if required to
satisfy minimum bolt spacing requirements) which can be accommodatedsatisfy minimum bolt spacing requirements) which can be accommodatedsatisfy minimum bolt spacing requirements) which can be accommodatedsatisfy minimum bolt spacing requirements) which can be accommodated
within the depth of the supported beam web.within the depth of the supported beam web.within the depth of the supported beam web.within the depth of the supported beam web.

5.1.2.  Two-sided connections:  Double angle and double bent plate connections5.1.2.  Two-sided connections:  Double angle and double bent plate connections5.1.2.  Two-sided connections:  Double angle and double bent plate connections5.1.2.  Two-sided connections:  Double angle and double bent plate connections
shall be detailed such that the length of the angles or bent plates is atshall be detailed such that the length of the angles or bent plates is atshall be detailed such that the length of the angles or bent plates is atshall be detailed such that the length of the angles or bent plates is at
least 60% of the "T" dimension or the web of the supported beam.least 60% of the "T" dimension or the web of the supported beam.least 60% of the "T" dimension or the web of the supported beam.least 60% of the "T" dimension or the web of the supported beam.

6.   Connections at the ends of plate girders shall be double angle beam connections6.   Connections at the ends of plate girders shall be double angle beam connections6.   Connections at the ends of plate girders shall be double angle beam connections6.   Connections at the ends of plate girders shall be double angle beam connections
using high strength bearing bolts. Connections shall be selected using the reactionsusing high strength bearing bolts. Connections shall be selected using the reactionsusing high strength bearing bolts. Connections shall be selected using the reactionsusing high strength bearing bolts. Connections shall be selected using the reactions
shown on the Drawings.shown on the Drawings.shown on the Drawings.shown on the Drawings.

7.   Bolted connections:7.   Bolted connections:7.   Bolted connections:7.   Bolted connections:
7.1.   Minimum bolt diameter: ¾" unless noted otherwise.7.1.   Minimum bolt diameter: ¾" unless noted otherwise.7.1.   Minimum bolt diameter: ¾" unless noted otherwise.7.1.   Minimum bolt diameter: ¾" unless noted otherwise.
7.2.  Two bolts minimum per connected member.7.2.  Two bolts minimum per connected member.7.2.  Two bolts minimum per connected member.7.2.  Two bolts minimum per connected member.
7.3.  Use fully tensioned A325SC or A490SC bolts for bracing, moment connections,7.3.  Use fully tensioned A325SC or A490SC bolts for bracing, moment connections,7.3.  Use fully tensioned A325SC or A490SC bolts for bracing, moment connections,7.3.  Use fully tensioned A325SC or A490SC bolts for bracing, moment connections,

cantilevers, tension members and at oversized or slotted holes where the forcecantilevers, tension members and at oversized or slotted holes where the forcecantilevers, tension members and at oversized or slotted holes where the forcecantilevers, tension members and at oversized or slotted holes where the force
on the joint is not normal to the axis of the slot.  Use A325N or A490Non the joint is not normal to the axis of the slot.  Use A325N or A490Non the joint is not normal to the axis of the slot.  Use A325N or A490Non the joint is not normal to the axis of the slot.  Use A325N or A490N
elsewhere.elsewhere.elsewhere.elsewhere.

7.4.  Snug tight bolts.  Bolts in connections that are not slip critical, nor subject to7.4.  Snug tight bolts.  Bolts in connections that are not slip critical, nor subject to7.4.  Snug tight bolts.  Bolts in connections that are not slip critical, nor subject to7.4.  Snug tight bolts.  Bolts in connections that are not slip critical, nor subject to
tension, nor required to be fully tensioned bearing type connections need onlytension, nor required to be fully tensioned bearing type connections need onlytension, nor required to be fully tensioned bearing type connections need onlytension, nor required to be fully tensioned bearing type connections need only
be tightened to the snug tight condition.  Snug tight condition is defined as thebe tightened to the snug tight condition.  Snug tight condition is defined as thebe tightened to the snug tight condition.  Snug tight condition is defined as thebe tightened to the snug tight condition.  Snug tight condition is defined as the
tightness that exists when all plies in a joint are in firm contact.  This may betightness that exists when all plies in a joint are in firm contact.  This may betightness that exists when all plies in a joint are in firm contact.  This may betightness that exists when all plies in a joint are in firm contact.  This may be
attained by a few impacts of an impact wrench or the full effort of a manattained by a few impacts of an impact wrench or the full effort of a manattained by a few impacts of an impact wrench or the full effort of a manattained by a few impacts of an impact wrench or the full effort of a man
using an ordinary spud wrench.using an ordinary spud wrench.using an ordinary spud wrench.using an ordinary spud wrench.

7.5.  A307 bolts may be used only where indicated.7.5.  A307 bolts may be used only where indicated.7.5.  A307 bolts may be used only where indicated.7.5.  A307 bolts may be used only where indicated.
7.6.  Oversized and long slotted holes permitted only where shown.7.6.  Oversized and long slotted holes permitted only where shown.7.6.  Oversized and long slotted holes permitted only where shown.7.6.  Oversized and long slotted holes permitted only where shown.

8.  Welded connections:8.  Welded connections:8.  Welded connections:8.  Welded connections:
8.1.  Electrodes:  E70xx electrodes except E70-T-4 electrodes not allowed.8.1.  Electrodes:  E70xx electrodes except E70-T-4 electrodes not allowed.8.1.  Electrodes:  E70xx electrodes except E70-T-4 electrodes not allowed.8.1.  Electrodes:  E70xx electrodes except E70-T-4 electrodes not allowed.
8.2.  Fillet welds: AISC minimum but not less than R", unless noted otherwise.8.2.  Fillet welds: AISC minimum but not less than R", unless noted otherwise.8.2.  Fillet welds: AISC minimum but not less than R", unless noted otherwise.8.2.  Fillet welds: AISC minimum but not less than R", unless noted otherwise.
8.3.  Groove welds:  full penetration, unless noted otherwise.8.3.  Groove welds:  full penetration, unless noted otherwise.8.3.  Groove welds:  full penetration, unless noted otherwise.8.3.  Groove welds:  full penetration, unless noted otherwise.
8.4.  Welds are continuous unless noted otherwise.8.4.  Welds are continuous unless noted otherwise.8.4.  Welds are continuous unless noted otherwise.8.4.  Welds are continuous unless noted otherwise.

9.   Shear studs: Conform to AWS D1.1. Shop weld except where applied through9.   Shear studs: Conform to AWS D1.1. Shop weld except where applied through9.   Shear studs: Conform to AWS D1.1. Shop weld except where applied through9.   Shear studs: Conform to AWS D1.1. Shop weld except where applied through
composite deck or where shop installation would cause a tripping hazard.composite deck or where shop installation would cause a tripping hazard.composite deck or where shop installation would cause a tripping hazard.composite deck or where shop installation would cause a tripping hazard.

10.  Special Inspection is required for structural steel, see Special Inspection Program.10.  Special Inspection is required for structural steel, see Special Inspection Program.10.  Special Inspection is required for structural steel, see Special Inspection Program.10.  Special Inspection is required for structural steel, see Special Inspection Program.
11.  No final bolting or welding shall be done until as much of the structure as will be11.  No final bolting or welding shall be done until as much of the structure as will be11.  No final bolting or welding shall be done until as much of the structure as will be11.  No final bolting or welding shall be done until as much of the structure as will be

stiffened thereby has been properly aligned.stiffened thereby has been properly aligned.stiffened thereby has been properly aligned.stiffened thereby has been properly aligned.
12.  Composite beam cambers are shown on plans. Camber tolerances shall be held to12.  Composite beam cambers are shown on plans. Camber tolerances shall be held to12.  Composite beam cambers are shown on plans. Camber tolerances shall be held to12.  Composite beam cambers are shown on plans. Camber tolerances shall be held to

(+)¼", (-)½" in place.(+)¼", (-)½" in place.(+)¼", (-)½" in place.(+)¼", (-)½" in place.
13.  See specifications for:13.  See specifications for:13.  See specifications for:13.  See specifications for:

13.1.  Shop drawing submittal requirements13.1.  Shop drawing submittal requirements13.1.  Shop drawing submittal requirements13.1.  Shop drawing submittal requirements
13.2. Shop cleaning and coating systems13.2. Shop cleaning and coating systems13.2. Shop cleaning and coating systems13.2. Shop cleaning and coating systems

1.   All members are designed in accordance with the American Iron and Steel1.   All members are designed in accordance with the American Iron and Steel1.   All members are designed in accordance with the American Iron and Steel1.   All members are designed in accordance with the American Iron and Steel
Institute (AISI) "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel StructuralInstitute (AISI) "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel StructuralInstitute (AISI) "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel StructuralInstitute (AISI) "Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural
Members".  All framing members shall be formed from galvanized steel, G60,Members".  All framing members shall be formed from galvanized steel, G60,Members".  All framing members shall be formed from galvanized steel, G60,Members".  All framing members shall be formed from galvanized steel, G60,
corresponding to the requirements of ASTM A446 with the following minimum yieldcorresponding to the requirements of ASTM A446 with the following minimum yieldcorresponding to the requirements of ASTM A446 with the following minimum yieldcorresponding to the requirements of ASTM A446 with the following minimum yield
strengths:strengths:strengths:strengths:

1.1.   12, 14, & 16 gage joists and studs:  Grade D, Fy = 50ksi minimum.1.1.   12, 14, & 16 gage joists and studs:  Grade D, Fy = 50ksi minimum.1.1.   12, 14, & 16 gage joists and studs:  Grade D, Fy = 50ksi minimum.1.1.   12, 14, & 16 gage joists and studs:  Grade D, Fy = 50ksi minimum.
1.2.   18 gage and lighter:  Grade A, Fy = 33ksi minimum.1.2.   18 gage and lighter:  Grade A, Fy = 33ksi minimum.1.2.   18 gage and lighter:  Grade A, Fy = 33ksi minimum.1.2.   18 gage and lighter:  Grade A, Fy = 33ksi minimum.

2.  All members shown are standard designations of Steel Stud Manufacturers Association2.  All members shown are standard designations of Steel Stud Manufacturers Association2.  All members shown are standard designations of Steel Stud Manufacturers Association2.  All members shown are standard designations of Steel Stud Manufacturers Association
(SSMA). Design of members indicated on structural drawings is based upon minimum(SSMA). Design of members indicated on structural drawings is based upon minimum(SSMA). Design of members indicated on structural drawings is based upon minimum(SSMA). Design of members indicated on structural drawings is based upon minimum
member properties published by SSMA.member properties published by SSMA.member properties published by SSMA.member properties published by SSMA.

        25       0.0188             18        25       0.0188             18        25       0.0188             18        25       0.0188             18
        22       0.0283            27        22       0.0283            27        22       0.0283            27        22       0.0283            27
        20       0.0346            33        20       0.0346            33        20       0.0346            33        20       0.0346            33
        18       0.0451            43        18       0.0451            43        18       0.0451            43        18       0.0451            43
        16       0.0566            54        16       0.0566            54        16       0.0566            54        16       0.0566            54
        14       0.0713            68        14       0.0713            68        14       0.0713            68        14       0.0713            68
        12       0.1017            97        12       0.1017            97        12       0.1017            97        12       0.1017            97
3.  Design: See Specifications.3.  Design: See Specifications.3.  Design: See Specifications.3.  Design: See Specifications.
4.  Detailing: See Specifications.4.  Detailing: See Specifications.4.  Detailing: See Specifications.4.  Detailing: See Specifications.
5.  Manufacturer:  Member of the Steel Stud Manufacturers Association (SSMA) with5.  Manufacturer:  Member of the Steel Stud Manufacturers Association (SSMA) with5.  Manufacturer:  Member of the Steel Stud Manufacturers Association (SSMA) with5.  Manufacturer:  Member of the Steel Stud Manufacturers Association (SSMA) with

minimum 5 years of experience in similar work.  See specifications for additionalminimum 5 years of experience in similar work.  See specifications for additionalminimum 5 years of experience in similar work.  See specifications for additionalminimum 5 years of experience in similar work.  See specifications for additional
requirements.requirements.requirements.requirements.

6.   Minimum requirements for shop drawings:6.   Minimum requirements for shop drawings:6.   Minimum requirements for shop drawings:6.   Minimum requirements for shop drawings:
6.1.   Shop drawings shall include a scale layout of each plan area of the building6.1.   Shop drawings shall include a scale layout of each plan area of the building6.1.   Shop drawings shall include a scale layout of each plan area of the building6.1.   Shop drawings shall include a scale layout of each plan area of the building

and scale elevations of all walls showing panel layouts and locations, memberand scale elevations of all walls showing panel layouts and locations, memberand scale elevations of all walls showing panel layouts and locations, memberand scale elevations of all walls showing panel layouts and locations, member
sizes, spacings, member locations and connections.  Layouts shall be drawn tosizes, spacings, member locations and connections.  Layouts shall be drawn tosizes, spacings, member locations and connections.  Layouts shall be drawn tosizes, spacings, member locations and connections.  Layouts shall be drawn to
a minimum scale of ⅛" = 1'-0 unless the information presented requires aa minimum scale of ⅛" = 1'-0 unless the information presented requires aa minimum scale of ⅛" = 1'-0 unless the information presented requires aa minimum scale of ⅛" = 1'-0 unless the information presented requires a
larger scale.larger scale.larger scale.larger scale.

6.2.  Layouts shall indicate framing locations and size of block outs for mechanical,6.2.  Layouts shall indicate framing locations and size of block outs for mechanical,6.2.  Layouts shall indicate framing locations and size of block outs for mechanical,6.2.  Layouts shall indicate framing locations and size of block outs for mechanical,
plumbing and electrical work:  panelization joints etc. and shall indicate joistplumbing and electrical work:  panelization joints etc. and shall indicate joistplumbing and electrical work:  panelization joints etc. and shall indicate joistplumbing and electrical work:  panelization joints etc. and shall indicate joist
and truss hangers, web stiffeners, blocking and bracing or other reinforcingand truss hangers, web stiffeners, blocking and bracing or other reinforcingand truss hangers, web stiffeners, blocking and bracing or other reinforcingand truss hangers, web stiffeners, blocking and bracing or other reinforcing
required in accordance with typical details and manufacturers publishedrequired in accordance with typical details and manufacturers publishedrequired in accordance with typical details and manufacturers publishedrequired in accordance with typical details and manufacturers published
standards and details.standards and details.standards and details.standards and details.

6.3.  Shop drawings shall be reviewed by the Contractor prior to submission.6.3.  Shop drawings shall be reviewed by the Contractor prior to submission.6.3.  Shop drawings shall be reviewed by the Contractor prior to submission.6.3.  Shop drawings shall be reviewed by the Contractor prior to submission.
Drawings shall bear the Contractor's approval stamp accepting responsibility forDrawings shall bear the Contractor's approval stamp accepting responsibility forDrawings shall bear the Contractor's approval stamp accepting responsibility forDrawings shall bear the Contractor's approval stamp accepting responsibility for
dimensions quantities and coordination with the other trades.dimensions quantities and coordination with the other trades.dimensions quantities and coordination with the other trades.dimensions quantities and coordination with the other trades.

6.4.  See specifications for additional requirements.6.4.  See specifications for additional requirements.6.4.  See specifications for additional requirements.6.4.  See specifications for additional requirements.
7.   All framing components shall be cut squarely for attachment to perpendicular7.   All framing components shall be cut squarely for attachment to perpendicular7.   All framing components shall be cut squarely for attachment to perpendicular7.   All framing components shall be cut squarely for attachment to perpendicular

members or as required for an angular fit tight against abutting members.members or as required for an angular fit tight against abutting members.members or as required for an angular fit tight against abutting members.members or as required for an angular fit tight against abutting members.
8.  Where studs frame to structural floor or roof members subject to deflection from8.  Where studs frame to structural floor or roof members subject to deflection from8.  Where studs frame to structural floor or roof members subject to deflection from8.  Where studs frame to structural floor or roof members subject to deflection from

occupant live loading, either a deep leg double track or a 'Z' clip assembly shall beoccupant live loading, either a deep leg double track or a 'Z' clip assembly shall beoccupant live loading, either a deep leg double track or a 'Z' clip assembly shall beoccupant live loading, either a deep leg double track or a 'Z' clip assembly shall be
provided at the top runner to accommodate vertical structural movement.  Failure toprovided at the top runner to accommodate vertical structural movement.  Failure toprovided at the top runner to accommodate vertical structural movement.  Failure toprovided at the top runner to accommodate vertical structural movement.  Failure to
provide top connections capable of accommodating movement could result inprovide top connections capable of accommodating movement could result inprovide top connections capable of accommodating movement could result inprovide top connections capable of accommodating movement could result in
crushing and buckling of the stud members and damage to architectural componentscrushing and buckling of the stud members and damage to architectural componentscrushing and buckling of the stud members and damage to architectural componentscrushing and buckling of the stud members and damage to architectural components
or finishes.or finishes.or finishes.or finishes.

9.   Fastening of components shall be with self drilling screws or welding. Screws shall9.   Fastening of components shall be with self drilling screws or welding. Screws shall9.   Fastening of components shall be with self drilling screws or welding. Screws shall9.   Fastening of components shall be with self drilling screws or welding. Screws shall
be of sufficient size to insure the strength of the connection. All welds ofbe of sufficient size to insure the strength of the connection. All welds ofbe of sufficient size to insure the strength of the connection. All welds ofbe of sufficient size to insure the strength of the connection. All welds of
galvanized steel shall be touched up with a zinc rich paint. All welds of carbongalvanized steel shall be touched up with a zinc rich paint. All welds of carbongalvanized steel shall be touched up with a zinc rich paint. All welds of carbongalvanized steel shall be touched up with a zinc rich paint. All welds of carbon
sheet steel shall be touched up with paint. Wire tying of components will not besheet steel shall be touched up with paint. Wire tying of components will not besheet steel shall be touched up with paint. Wire tying of components will not besheet steel shall be touched up with paint. Wire tying of components will not be
allowed.allowed.allowed.allowed.

10.  Cutting of steel framing members may be done with a saw or cutting shears.  Torch10.  Cutting of steel framing members may be done with a saw or cutting shears.  Torch10.  Cutting of steel framing members may be done with a saw or cutting shears.  Torch10.  Cutting of steel framing members may be done with a saw or cutting shears.  Torch
cutting of load bearing members is not permitted.cutting of load bearing members is not permitted.cutting of load bearing members is not permitted.cutting of load bearing members is not permitted.

11.  Complete, uniform, and level bearing support shall be provided for the bottom11.  Complete, uniform, and level bearing support shall be provided for the bottom11.  Complete, uniform, and level bearing support shall be provided for the bottom11.  Complete, uniform, and level bearing support shall be provided for the bottom
runner. At splices, where support is not common to both runners, either butt weldrunner. At splices, where support is not common to both runners, either butt weldrunner. At splices, where support is not common to both runners, either butt weldrunner. At splices, where support is not common to both runners, either butt weld
runners or use a stud section inserted in the runner as a splicing member attachedrunners or use a stud section inserted in the runner as a splicing member attachedrunners or use a stud section inserted in the runner as a splicing member attachedrunners or use a stud section inserted in the runner as a splicing member attached
per manufacturer's recommendations. Runner intersections shall butt evenly.per manufacturer's recommendations. Runner intersections shall butt evenly.per manufacturer's recommendations. Runner intersections shall butt evenly.per manufacturer's recommendations. Runner intersections shall butt evenly.

12.  Studs shall be plumbed, aligned, and securely attached to both top and bottom12.  Studs shall be plumbed, aligned, and securely attached to both top and bottom12.  Studs shall be plumbed, aligned, and securely attached to both top and bottom12.  Studs shall be plumbed, aligned, and securely attached to both top and bottom
runners. Splices in studs ARE NOT PERMITTED. Temporary bracing, where required,runners. Splices in studs ARE NOT PERMITTED. Temporary bracing, where required,runners. Splices in studs ARE NOT PERMITTED. Temporary bracing, where required,runners. Splices in studs ARE NOT PERMITTED. Temporary bracing, where required,
shall be provided until erection is completed.shall be provided until erection is completed.shall be provided until erection is completed.shall be provided until erection is completed.

13.  Where manufacturer's recommendations for erection, attachment, assembly, bracing,13.  Where manufacturer's recommendations for erection, attachment, assembly, bracing,13.  Where manufacturer's recommendations for erection, attachment, assembly, bracing,13.  Where manufacturer's recommendations for erection, attachment, assembly, bracing,
alignment, or other installation or assembly requirements are more stringent thanalignment, or other installation or assembly requirements are more stringent thanalignment, or other installation or assembly requirements are more stringent thanalignment, or other installation or assembly requirements are more stringent than
indicated in these drawings or the Project Specifications, the manufacturer'sindicated in these drawings or the Project Specifications, the manufacturer'sindicated in these drawings or the Project Specifications, the manufacturer'sindicated in these drawings or the Project Specifications, the manufacturer's
recommendations shall apply.recommendations shall apply.recommendations shall apply.recommendations shall apply.

1.   Reinforcing:1.   Reinforcing:1.   Reinforcing:1.   Reinforcing:
1.1.   Bars: ASTM A615-grade 60, except ASTM A706-GR60 for reinforcing to be1.1.   Bars: ASTM A615-grade 60, except ASTM A706-GR60 for reinforcing to be1.1.   Bars: ASTM A615-grade 60, except ASTM A706-GR60 for reinforcing to be1.1.   Bars: ASTM A615-grade 60, except ASTM A706-GR60 for reinforcing to be

welded.welded.welded.welded.
1.2.   Welded Wire Fabric: ASTM A185.1.2.   Welded Wire Fabric: ASTM A185.1.2.   Welded Wire Fabric: ASTM A185.1.2.   Welded Wire Fabric: ASTM A185.

2.  Unless noted, provide continuous reinforcing around corners and through construction2.  Unless noted, provide continuous reinforcing around corners and through construction2.  Unless noted, provide continuous reinforcing around corners and through construction2.  Unless noted, provide continuous reinforcing around corners and through construction
joints, control joints and contraction joints.joints, control joints and contraction joints.joints, control joints and contraction joints.joints, control joints and contraction joints.

3.  Provide standard hooks on bars terminating at a concrete face unless noted i.e.:3.  Provide standard hooks on bars terminating at a concrete face unless noted i.e.:3.  Provide standard hooks on bars terminating at a concrete face unless noted i.e.:3.  Provide standard hooks on bars terminating at a concrete face unless noted i.e.:
edges of openings, slab edges, expansion joints, ends of beams, and ends of walls,edges of openings, slab edges, expansion joints, ends of beams, and ends of walls,edges of openings, slab edges, expansion joints, ends of beams, and ends of walls,edges of openings, slab edges, expansion joints, ends of beams, and ends of walls,
etc.etc.etc.etc.

4.  Unless noted otherwise, provide 2-#5's at each side of openings.  Extend 2'-0"4.  Unless noted otherwise, provide 2-#5's at each side of openings.  Extend 2'-0"4.  Unless noted otherwise, provide 2-#5's at each side of openings.  Extend 2'-0"4.  Unless noted otherwise, provide 2-#5's at each side of openings.  Extend 2'-0"
beyond edges of opening.beyond edges of opening.beyond edges of opening.beyond edges of opening.

5.  Unless noted, splice continuous top and bottom bars in grade beams and walls as5.  Unless noted, splice continuous top and bottom bars in grade beams and walls as5.  Unless noted, splice continuous top and bottom bars in grade beams and walls as5.  Unless noted, splice continuous top and bottom bars in grade beams and walls as
follows:  Top bars at midspan, bottom bars over support.follows:  Top bars at midspan, bottom bars over support.follows:  Top bars at midspan, bottom bars over support.follows:  Top bars at midspan, bottom bars over support.

6.   Splice bars with contact laps unless noted otherwise.6.   Splice bars with contact laps unless noted otherwise.6.   Splice bars with contact laps unless noted otherwise.6.   Splice bars with contact laps unless noted otherwise.
6.1.   Use class B splices unless noted otherwise.6.1.   Use class B splices unless noted otherwise.6.1.   Use class B splices unless noted otherwise.6.1.   Use class B splices unless noted otherwise.
6.2.  Lap splices shall conform to the requirements of table A unless noted otherwise.6.2.  Lap splices shall conform to the requirements of table A unless noted otherwise.6.2.  Lap splices shall conform to the requirements of table A unless noted otherwise.6.2.  Lap splices shall conform to the requirements of table A unless noted otherwise.
6.3.  For clear spacing less than 2 bar diameters or cover less than 1 bar diameters,6.3.  For clear spacing less than 2 bar diameters or cover less than 1 bar diameters,6.3.  For clear spacing less than 2 bar diameters or cover less than 1 bar diameters,6.3.  For clear spacing less than 2 bar diameters or cover less than 1 bar diameters,

multiply above by 1.5.multiply above by 1.5.multiply above by 1.5.multiply above by 1.5.

        #3             A                 19                       14        #3             A                 19                       14        #3             A                 19                       14        #3             A                 19                       14
               B                 24                       19               B                 24                       19               B                 24                       19               B                 24                       19

        #4             A                 25                       19        #4             A                 25                       19        #4             A                 25                       19        #4             A                 25                       19
               B                 32                       25               B                 32                       25               B                 32                       25               B                 32                       25

        #5             A                 31                       24        #5             A                 31                       24        #5             A                 31                       24        #5             A                 31                       24
               B                 40                       31               B                 40                       31               B                 40                       31               B                 40                       31

        #6             A                 37                       29        #6             A                 37                       29        #6             A                 37                       29        #6             A                 37                       29
               B                 48                       37               B                 48                       37               B                 48                       37               B                 48                       37

        #7             A                 54                       42        #7             A                 54                       42        #7             A                 54                       42        #7             A                 54                       42
               B                 70                       54               B                 70                       54               B                 70                       54               B                 70                       54

        #8             A                 62                       48        #8             A                 62                       48        #8             A                 62                       48        #8             A                 62                       48
               B                 80                       62               B                 80                       62               B                 80                       62               B                 80                       62

        #9             A                 70                       54        #9             A                 70                       54        #9             A                 70                       54        #9             A                 70                       54
               B                 90                       70               B                 90                       70               B                 90                       70               B                 90                       70

        #10            A                 78                       60        #10            A                 78                       60        #10            A                 78                       60        #10            A                 78                       60
               B                 102                      79               B                 102                      79               B                 102                      79               B                 102                      79

        #11            A                  87                      67        #11            A                  87                      67        #11            A                  87                      67        #11            A                  87                      67
                       B                 113                      87                       B                 113                      87                       B                 113                      87                       B                 113                      87

        #3              12"                          12"        #3              12"                          12"        #3              12"                          12"        #3              12"                          12"
        #4              12"                          15"        #4              12"                          15"        #4              12"                          15"        #4              12"                          15"
        #5              14"                          19"        #5              14"                          19"        #5              14"                          19"        #5              14"                          19"
        #6              17"                          23"        #6              17"                          23"        #6              17"                          23"        #6              17"                          23"
        #7              20"                          26"        #7              20"                          26"        #7              20"                          26"        #7              20"                          26"
        #8              22"                          30"        #8              22"                          30"        #8              22"                          30"        #8              22"                          30"
        #9              25"                          34"        #9              25"                          34"        #9              25"                          34"        #9              25"                          34"
        #10             28"                          38"        #10             28"                          38"        #10             28"                          38"        #10             28"                          38"
        #11             31"                          42"        #11             31"                          42"        #11             31"                          42"        #11             31"                          42"
        #14             38"                          --        #14             38"                          --        #14             38"                          --        #14             38"                          --
        #18             50"                          --        #18             50"                          --        #18             50"                          --        #18             50"                          --

7.   Splice welded wire fabric by lapping one full mesh space plus 2".7.   Splice welded wire fabric by lapping one full mesh space plus 2".7.   Splice welded wire fabric by lapping one full mesh space plus 2".7.   Splice welded wire fabric by lapping one full mesh space plus 2".
8.  Masonry dowels: Provide, place, and space to match masonry8.  Masonry dowels: Provide, place, and space to match masonry8.  Masonry dowels: Provide, place, and space to match masonry8.  Masonry dowels: Provide, place, and space to match masonry

vertical reinforcing.vertical reinforcing.vertical reinforcing.vertical reinforcing.
9.   Dowel abutting concrete members together unless poured monolithically.  Dowels9.   Dowel abutting concrete members together unless poured monolithically.  Dowels9.   Dowel abutting concrete members together unless poured monolithically.  Dowels9.   Dowel abutting concrete members together unless poured monolithically.  Dowels

shall be equal in size and spacing to the reinforcing in the supported membershall be equal in size and spacing to the reinforcing in the supported membershall be equal in size and spacing to the reinforcing in the supported membershall be equal in size and spacing to the reinforcing in the supported member
except substitute #6 dowels for all reinforcing #7 and larger. Dowels shall extend toexcept substitute #6 dowels for all reinforcing #7 and larger. Dowels shall extend toexcept substitute #6 dowels for all reinforcing #7 and larger. Dowels shall extend toexcept substitute #6 dowels for all reinforcing #7 and larger. Dowels shall extend to
the far side of member and terminate with a standard 90° ACI hook.the far side of member and terminate with a standard 90° ACI hook.the far side of member and terminate with a standard 90° ACI hook.the far side of member and terminate with a standard 90° ACI hook.

1.   See mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) drawings for misc. plates, anchors,1.   See mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) drawings for misc. plates, anchors,1.   See mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) drawings for misc. plates, anchors,1.   See mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) drawings for misc. plates, anchors,
fittings, etc. required for MEP equipment and service.fittings, etc. required for MEP equipment and service.fittings, etc. required for MEP equipment and service.fittings, etc. required for MEP equipment and service.

2.  See architectural drawings for misc. plates, bolts, reglets, slots, etc. required for2.  See architectural drawings for misc. plates, bolts, reglets, slots, etc. required for2.  See architectural drawings for misc. plates, bolts, reglets, slots, etc. required for2.  See architectural drawings for misc. plates, bolts, reglets, slots, etc. required for
architectural items.architectural items.architectural items.architectural items.

3.  Electrical conduit in composite concrete slabs:3.  Electrical conduit in composite concrete slabs:3.  Electrical conduit in composite concrete slabs:3.  Electrical conduit in composite concrete slabs:
3.1.  Maximum outside diameter is the smaller of 1" or 1/3 of the concrete thickness3.1.  Maximum outside diameter is the smaller of 1" or 1/3 of the concrete thickness3.1.  Maximum outside diameter is the smaller of 1" or 1/3 of the concrete thickness3.1.  Maximum outside diameter is the smaller of 1" or 1/3 of the concrete thickness

over the deck.over the deck.over the deck.over the deck.
3.2.  Minimum spacing between conduit is 18" and no crossovers occur over the deck.3.2.  Minimum spacing between conduit is 18" and no crossovers occur over the deck.3.2.  Minimum spacing between conduit is 18" and no crossovers occur over the deck.3.2.  Minimum spacing between conduit is 18" and no crossovers occur over the deck.
3.3.  Minimum concrete cover is ¾".3.3.  Minimum concrete cover is ¾".3.3.  Minimum concrete cover is ¾".3.3.  Minimum concrete cover is ¾".

1.   Minimum concrete compressive strength at 28 days and unit weight:1.   Minimum concrete compressive strength at 28 days and unit weight:1.   Minimum concrete compressive strength at 28 days and unit weight:1.   Minimum concrete compressive strength at 28 days and unit weight:

      Unless Noted Below          4000            145      Unless Noted Below          4000            145      Unless Noted Below          4000            145      Unless Noted Below          4000            145
      Footings, Caissons           4000            145      Footings, Caissons           4000            145      Footings, Caissons           4000            145      Footings, Caissons           4000            145
      Grade Beams, Walls          4000            145      Grade Beams, Walls          4000            145      Grade Beams, Walls          4000            145      Grade Beams, Walls          4000            145
      Slabs on Grade              4000            145      Slabs on Grade              4000            145      Slabs on Grade              4000            145      Slabs on Grade              4000            145
      Slabs on Composite Deck     4000            145      Slabs on Composite Deck     4000            145      Slabs on Composite Deck     4000            145      Slabs on Composite Deck     4000            145
      Columns                    4000            145      Columns                    4000            145      Columns                    4000            145      Columns                    4000            145
      Precast                     5000 minimum   145      Precast                     5000 minimum   145      Precast                     5000 minimum   145      Precast                     5000 minimum   145

2.  Concrete shall not be placed until reinforcing and embedded items have been2.  Concrete shall not be placed until reinforcing and embedded items have been2.  Concrete shall not be placed until reinforcing and embedded items have been2.  Concrete shall not be placed until reinforcing and embedded items have been
inspected by the owner's independent inspection agency and/or the special inspector.inspected by the owner's independent inspection agency and/or the special inspector.inspected by the owner's independent inspection agency and/or the special inspector.inspected by the owner's independent inspection agency and/or the special inspector.
Contractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to controlContractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to controlContractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to controlContractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to control
surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.

3.  Clearance between reinforcing and concrete surfaces:3.  Clearance between reinforcing and concrete surfaces:3.  Clearance between reinforcing and concrete surfaces:3.  Clearance between reinforcing and concrete surfaces:
3.1.  Required concrete cover for non-fire-rated assemblies:3.1.  Required concrete cover for non-fire-rated assemblies:3.1.  Required concrete cover for non-fire-rated assemblies:3.1.  Required concrete cover for non-fire-rated assemblies:

         Concrete cast against and permanently exposed to earth      3"         Concrete cast against and permanently exposed to earth      3"         Concrete cast against and permanently exposed to earth      3"         Concrete cast against and permanently exposed to earth      3"
         Concrete exposed to earth or weather         Concrete exposed to earth or weather         Concrete exposed to earth or weather         Concrete exposed to earth or weather
                 - #6-#18 (non-post-tensioned)                    2"                 - #6-#18 (non-post-tensioned)                    2"                 - #6-#18 (non-post-tensioned)                    2"                 - #6-#18 (non-post-tensioned)                    2"
                 - #5 and smaller (non-post-tensioned)             1½"                 - #5 and smaller (non-post-tensioned)             1½"                 - #5 and smaller (non-post-tensioned)             1½"                 - #5 and smaller (non-post-tensioned)             1½"
         Concrete not exposed to weather or in contact with ground         Concrete not exposed to weather or in contact with ground         Concrete not exposed to weather or in contact with ground         Concrete not exposed to weather or in contact with ground
                 - Walls, slabs #14&#18                            1½"                 - Walls, slabs #14&#18                            1½"                 - Walls, slabs #14&#18                            1½"                 - Walls, slabs #14&#18                            1½"
                 - Walls, slabs #11 and smaller                      ¾"                 - Walls, slabs #11 and smaller                      ¾"                 - Walls, slabs #11 and smaller                      ¾"                 - Walls, slabs #11 and smaller                      ¾"
                 - Columns, beams, girders                         1½" **,+                 - Columns, beams, girders                         1½" **,+                 - Columns, beams, girders                         1½" **,+                 - Columns, beams, girders                         1½" **,+
4.   Earth formed trenches may be used.4.   Earth formed trenches may be used.4.   Earth formed trenches may be used.4.   Earth formed trenches may be used.
5.  All construction joints shown on the drawings shall be incorporated into the structure5.  All construction joints shown on the drawings shall be incorporated into the structure5.  All construction joints shown on the drawings shall be incorporated into the structure5.  All construction joints shown on the drawings shall be incorporated into the structure

unless their elimination is approved by the structural engineer. Additional jointsunless their elimination is approved by the structural engineer. Additional jointsunless their elimination is approved by the structural engineer. Additional jointsunless their elimination is approved by the structural engineer. Additional joints
required to facilitate construction shall be located at points of minimum shear andrequired to facilitate construction shall be located at points of minimum shear andrequired to facilitate construction shall be located at points of minimum shear andrequired to facilitate construction shall be located at points of minimum shear and
shall be detailed on reinforcing shop drawings. Reinforcing shall pass continuouslyshall be detailed on reinforcing shop drawings. Reinforcing shall pass continuouslyshall be detailed on reinforcing shop drawings. Reinforcing shall pass continuouslyshall be detailed on reinforcing shop drawings. Reinforcing shall pass continuously
through construction joints.through construction joints.through construction joints.through construction joints.

5.1.  Horizontal Joints: Where shown rough in sections or details, roughen to ¼"5.1.  Horizontal Joints: Where shown rough in sections or details, roughen to ¼"5.1.  Horizontal Joints: Where shown rough in sections or details, roughen to ¼"5.1.  Horizontal Joints: Where shown rough in sections or details, roughen to ¼"
amplitude before concrete sets; elsewhere, clean, remove laitance and leaveamplitude before concrete sets; elsewhere, clean, remove laitance and leaveamplitude before concrete sets; elsewhere, clean, remove laitance and leaveamplitude before concrete sets; elsewhere, clean, remove laitance and leave
untroweled.untroweled.untroweled.untroweled.

5.2.  Vertical Joints: Locate vertical joints in girders, beams, grade beams, joists,5.2.  Vertical Joints: Locate vertical joints in girders, beams, grade beams, joists,5.2.  Vertical Joints: Locate vertical joints in girders, beams, grade beams, joists,5.2.  Vertical Joints: Locate vertical joints in girders, beams, grade beams, joists,
walls and slabs midway between supports, unless noted otherwisewalls and slabs midway between supports, unless noted otherwisewalls and slabs midway between supports, unless noted otherwisewalls and slabs midway between supports, unless noted otherwise

5.3.  Locate other joints as shown or noted.5.3.  Locate other joints as shown or noted.5.3.  Locate other joints as shown or noted.5.3.  Locate other joints as shown or noted.
6.   Contractor shall include in his/her bid and shall furnish additional concrete due to6.   Contractor shall include in his/her bid and shall furnish additional concrete due to6.   Contractor shall include in his/her bid and shall furnish additional concrete due to6.   Contractor shall include in his/her bid and shall furnish additional concrete due to

wet concrete deflection of composite deck/beam system.wet concrete deflection of composite deck/beam system.wet concrete deflection of composite deck/beam system.wet concrete deflection of composite deck/beam system.
7.   Provide concrete housekeeping equipment pads, inertia bases and curbs as noted7.   Provide concrete housekeeping equipment pads, inertia bases and curbs as noted7.   Provide concrete housekeeping equipment pads, inertia bases and curbs as noted7.   Provide concrete housekeeping equipment pads, inertia bases and curbs as noted

elsewhere in contract documents. Unless noted, dowel housekeeping pads with #5elsewhere in contract documents. Unless noted, dowel housekeeping pads with #5elsewhere in contract documents. Unless noted, dowel housekeeping pads with #5elsewhere in contract documents. Unless noted, dowel housekeeping pads with #5
dowels projecting from concrete below at 18" o.c. along perimeter. Reinforce padsdowels projecting from concrete below at 18" o.c. along perimeter. Reinforce padsdowels projecting from concrete below at 18" o.c. along perimeter. Reinforce padsdowels projecting from concrete below at 18" o.c. along perimeter. Reinforce pads
with 6x6-W2.1xW2.1 WWF. Drill and drive dowels for tight fit.with 6x6-W2.1xW2.1 WWF. Drill and drive dowels for tight fit.with 6x6-W2.1xW2.1 WWF. Drill and drive dowels for tight fit.with 6x6-W2.1xW2.1 WWF. Drill and drive dowels for tight fit.

8.  Unless otherwise shown in the architectural drawings, provide ¾" chamfers at all8.  Unless otherwise shown in the architectural drawings, provide ¾" chamfers at all8.  Unless otherwise shown in the architectural drawings, provide ¾" chamfers at all8.  Unless otherwise shown in the architectural drawings, provide ¾" chamfers at all
columns, beams, walls, and slab edges that are exposed to view in the finishedcolumns, beams, walls, and slab edges that are exposed to view in the finishedcolumns, beams, walls, and slab edges that are exposed to view in the finishedcolumns, beams, walls, and slab edges that are exposed to view in the finished
structure.structure.structure.structure.

9.   See architectural drawings for door and window openings, drip slots, reglets,9.   See architectural drawings for door and window openings, drip slots, reglets,9.   See architectural drawings for door and window openings, drip slots, reglets,9.   See architectural drawings for door and window openings, drip slots, reglets,
masonry anchors, precast bearing ledges, and for miscellaneous embedded plates,masonry anchors, precast bearing ledges, and for miscellaneous embedded plates,masonry anchors, precast bearing ledges, and for miscellaneous embedded plates,masonry anchors, precast bearing ledges, and for miscellaneous embedded plates,
bolts, anchors, etc.bolts, anchors, etc.bolts, anchors, etc.bolts, anchors, etc.

10.  Refer to architectural drawings for concrete finishes. Where finish is not specified,10.  Refer to architectural drawings for concrete finishes. Where finish is not specified,10.  Refer to architectural drawings for concrete finishes. Where finish is not specified,10.  Refer to architectural drawings for concrete finishes. Where finish is not specified,
conform to requirements of project specifications.conform to requirements of project specifications.conform to requirements of project specifications.conform to requirements of project specifications.

11.  Where concrete face walls are cast against temporary or permanent retention11.  Where concrete face walls are cast against temporary or permanent retention11.  Where concrete face walls are cast against temporary or permanent retention11.  Where concrete face walls are cast against temporary or permanent retention
system,system,system,system,
contractor shall include in bid and provide additional concrete as required bycontractor shall include in bid and provide additional concrete as required bycontractor shall include in bid and provide additional concrete as required bycontractor shall include in bid and provide additional concrete as required by
retention system tolerances.retention system tolerances.retention system tolerances.retention system tolerances.

12.  The mechanical drawings shall be referred to and the various trades are responsible12.  The mechanical drawings shall be referred to and the various trades are responsible12.  The mechanical drawings shall be referred to and the various trades are responsible12.  The mechanical drawings shall be referred to and the various trades are responsible
for placing of sleeves, outlet boxes, anchors, etc.for placing of sleeves, outlet boxes, anchors, etc.for placing of sleeves, outlet boxes, anchors, etc.for placing of sleeves, outlet boxes, anchors, etc.

13.  Fill slabs indicated on the structural drawings shall be reinforced with13.  Fill slabs indicated on the structural drawings shall be reinforced with13.  Fill slabs indicated on the structural drawings shall be reinforced with13.  Fill slabs indicated on the structural drawings shall be reinforced with
6x6-W1.4xW1.4 WWF unless noted otherwise. See architectural drawings for plan6x6-W1.4xW1.4 WWF unless noted otherwise. See architectural drawings for plan6x6-W1.4xW1.4 WWF unless noted otherwise. See architectural drawings for plan6x6-W1.4xW1.4 WWF unless noted otherwise. See architectural drawings for plan
dimensions, thickness, slopes to drains, etc.dimensions, thickness, slopes to drains, etc.dimensions, thickness, slopes to drains, etc.dimensions, thickness, slopes to drains, etc.

14.  Base plates and anchor bolts below grade shall be covered with a minimum of 4"14.  Base plates and anchor bolts below grade shall be covered with a minimum of 4"14.  Base plates and anchor bolts below grade shall be covered with a minimum of 4"14.  Base plates and anchor bolts below grade shall be covered with a minimum of 4"
ofofofof
concreteconcreteconcreteconcrete

15.  See Specification, Section 0330015.  See Specification, Section 0330015.  See Specification, Section 0330015.  See Specification, Section 03300  for the following items: for the following items: for the following items: for the following items:
Concrete Mix Designs/SubmittalConcrete Mix Designs/SubmittalConcrete Mix Designs/SubmittalConcrete Mix Designs/Submittal
Shop Drawing Requirements/Submittal RequirementsShop Drawing Requirements/Submittal RequirementsShop Drawing Requirements/Submittal RequirementsShop Drawing Requirements/Submittal Requirements
Curing RequirementsCuring RequirementsCuring RequirementsCuring Requirements
Hot Weather RequirementsHot Weather RequirementsHot Weather RequirementsHot Weather Requirements
Cold Weather RequirementsCold Weather RequirementsCold Weather RequirementsCold Weather Requirements
Form Stripping RequirementsForm Stripping RequirementsForm Stripping RequirementsForm Stripping Requirements
Finishes-Definitions OnlyFinishes-Definitions OnlyFinishes-Definitions OnlyFinishes-Definitions Only
TolerancesTolerancesTolerancesTolerances
Testing and InspectionTesting and InspectionTesting and InspectionTesting and Inspection

1.   GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:1.   GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:1.   GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:1.   GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER:
Roger K. Southworth, PE 41877Roger K. Southworth, PE 41877Roger K. Southworth, PE 41877Roger K. Southworth, PE 41877
Western Technologies Inc.Western Technologies Inc.Western Technologies Inc.Western Technologies Inc.
278 Sawer Drive #2, Durango, CO, 81303278 Sawer Drive #2, Durango, CO, 81303278 Sawer Drive #2, Durango, CO, 81303278 Sawer Drive #2, Durango, CO, 81303
(970) 375-9033(970) 375-9033(970) 375-9033(970) 375-9033

2.  Foundation design based on geotechnical report dated: 01/26/20122.  Foundation design based on geotechnical report dated: 01/26/20122.  Foundation design based on geotechnical report dated: 01/26/20122.  Foundation design based on geotechnical report dated: 01/26/2012
3.   Geotechnical Engineer is sole judge of suitability of underlying material to support3.   Geotechnical Engineer is sole judge of suitability of underlying material to support3.   Geotechnical Engineer is sole judge of suitability of underlying material to support3.   Geotechnical Engineer is sole judge of suitability of underlying material to support

foundations and shall approve bearing material before foundation installation.  Seefoundations and shall approve bearing material before foundation installation.  Seefoundations and shall approve bearing material before foundation installation.  Seefoundations and shall approve bearing material before foundation installation.  See
Specifications.Specifications.Specifications.Specifications.

4.  See sheet4.  See sheet4.  See sheet4.  See sheet  for spread footing schedule and notes. for spread footing schedule and notes. for spread footing schedule and notes. for spread footing schedule and notes.
5.  Bottom of exterior footings, grade beams and walls shall bear a minimum5.  Bottom of exterior footings, grade beams and walls shall bear a minimum5.  Bottom of exterior footings, grade beams and walls shall bear a minimum5.  Bottom of exterior footings, grade beams and walls shall bear a minimum  ft. ft. ft. ft.

below final exterior grade for frost protection.below final exterior grade for frost protection.below final exterior grade for frost protection.below final exterior grade for frost protection.
6.   All fill material shall be compacted in accordance with recommendations of soils6.   All fill material shall be compacted in accordance with recommendations of soils6.   All fill material shall be compacted in accordance with recommendations of soils6.   All fill material shall be compacted in accordance with recommendations of soils

report.report.report.report.
7.   Foundation walls or grade beams having earth placed on each side shall have both7.   Foundation walls or grade beams having earth placed on each side shall have both7.   Foundation walls or grade beams having earth placed on each side shall have both7.   Foundation walls or grade beams having earth placed on each side shall have both

sides filled simultaneously to maintain a common elevation.sides filled simultaneously to maintain a common elevation.sides filled simultaneously to maintain a common elevation.sides filled simultaneously to maintain a common elevation.
8.  Provide shoring and protection from the elements for excavation bottoms and sides8.  Provide shoring and protection from the elements for excavation bottoms and sides8.  Provide shoring and protection from the elements for excavation bottoms and sides8.  Provide shoring and protection from the elements for excavation bottoms and sides

as required to promote safety, prevent caving and washing and to preventas required to promote safety, prevent caving and washing and to preventas required to promote safety, prevent caving and washing and to preventas required to promote safety, prevent caving and washing and to prevent
undercutting of footings after they have been placed.undercutting of footings after they have been placed.undercutting of footings after they have been placed.undercutting of footings after they have been placed.

9.   Brace all foundation walls against sliding, which backfill is to be placed until floor9.   Brace all foundation walls against sliding, which backfill is to be placed until floor9.   Brace all foundation walls against sliding, which backfill is to be placed until floor9.   Brace all foundation walls against sliding, which backfill is to be placed until floor
slabs at the top and bottom of the wall are in place.slabs at the top and bottom of the wall are in place.slabs at the top and bottom of the wall are in place.slabs at the top and bottom of the wall are in place.

10.  Contractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to control10.  Contractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to control10.  Contractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to control10.  Contractor shall provide continuous site drainage by a mechanical method to control
surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.surface and underground water as required to maintain a dry working site.

11.  Coordinate foundation drainage and water proofing requirements (perimeter drains,11.  Coordinate foundation drainage and water proofing requirements (perimeter drains,11.  Coordinate foundation drainage and water proofing requirements (perimeter drains,11.  Coordinate foundation drainage and water proofing requirements (perimeter drains,
underslab drains, water proofing, etc) with Architect, Plumbing and Civil drawingsunderslab drains, water proofing, etc) with Architect, Plumbing and Civil drawingsunderslab drains, water proofing, etc) with Architect, Plumbing and Civil drawingsunderslab drains, water proofing, etc) with Architect, Plumbing and Civil drawings
and the Geotechnical report.and the Geotechnical report.and the Geotechnical report.and the Geotechnical report.

1.   General Notes are not a substitute nor a replacement for the project specifications.1.   General Notes are not a substitute nor a replacement for the project specifications.1.   General Notes are not a substitute nor a replacement for the project specifications.1.   General Notes are not a substitute nor a replacement for the project specifications.
These notes are intended as a guide to the design and/or construction requirementsThese notes are intended as a guide to the design and/or construction requirementsThese notes are intended as a guide to the design and/or construction requirementsThese notes are intended as a guide to the design and/or construction requirements
established for this project.established for this project.established for this project.established for this project.

2.  No contractor should attempt to bid or construct any portion of the work without2.  No contractor should attempt to bid or construct any portion of the work without2.  No contractor should attempt to bid or construct any portion of the work without2.  No contractor should attempt to bid or construct any portion of the work without
consulting the project specifications.consulting the project specifications.consulting the project specifications.consulting the project specifications.

1.   West Side: Three-stories of future construction are anticipated. Future loads have1.   West Side: Three-stories of future construction are anticipated. Future loads have1.   West Side: Three-stories of future construction are anticipated. Future loads have1.   West Side: Three-stories of future construction are anticipated. Future loads have
been included in foundations only at line R.1.  See plans for future loads and loadbeen included in foundations only at line R.1.  See plans for future loads and loadbeen included in foundations only at line R.1.  See plans for future loads and loadbeen included in foundations only at line R.1.  See plans for future loads and load
key sheets for future design loads.key sheets for future design loads.key sheets for future design loads.key sheets for future design loads.

1.   Occupancy Category of Building:  II1.   Occupancy Category of Building:  II1.   Occupancy Category of Building:  II1.   Occupancy Category of Building:  II
2.  Wind Loading:2.  Wind Loading:2.  Wind Loading:2.  Wind Loading:

2.1.  Basic Wind Speed = 90 MPH2.1.  Basic Wind Speed = 90 MPH2.1.  Basic Wind Speed = 90 MPH2.1.  Basic Wind Speed = 90 MPH
2.2.  Wind Importance Factor, Iw = 1.02.2.  Wind Importance Factor, Iw = 1.02.2.  Wind Importance Factor, Iw = 1.02.2.  Wind Importance Factor, Iw = 1.0
2.3.  Exposure Category:  C2.3.  Exposure Category:  C2.3.  Exposure Category:  C2.3.  Exposure Category:  C
2.4.  GCpi =2.4.  GCpi =2.4.  GCpi =2.4.  GCpi =
2.5.  Wind base shear:2.5.  Wind base shear:2.5.  Wind base shear:2.5.  Wind base shear:

        East/West     North/South        East/West     North/South        East/West     North/South        East/West     North/South
        144K          434K        144K          434K        144K          434K        144K          434K

2.6  Wind design pressure for components and cladding =2.6  Wind design pressure for components and cladding =2.6  Wind design pressure for components and cladding =2.6  Wind design pressure for components and cladding =
psf (based on area of 100sf)psf (based on area of 100sf)psf (based on area of 100sf)psf (based on area of 100sf)

2.7.  Wind design pressure for uplift =2.7.  Wind design pressure for uplift =2.7.  Wind design pressure for uplift =2.7.  Wind design pressure for uplift = psfpsfpsfpsf
3.  Seismic Loading:3.  Seismic Loading:3.  Seismic Loading:3.  Seismic Loading:

3.1.  Seismic Importance Factor, I3.1.  Seismic Importance Factor, I3.1.  Seismic Importance Factor, I3.1.  Seismic Importance Factor, I EEEE = = = =
3.2.  Mapped spectral response acceleration:3.2.  Mapped spectral response acceleration:3.2.  Mapped spectral response acceleration:3.2.  Mapped spectral response acceleration:

3.2.1.  S3.2.1.  S3.2.1.  S3.2.1.  S SSSS = = = = gggg
3.2.2.  S3.2.2.  S3.2.2.  S3.2.2.  S IIII = 0.064g = 0.064g = 0.064g = 0.064g

3.3.  Site Class =3.3.  Site Class =3.3.  Site Class =3.3.  Site Class =
3.4.  Spectral response coefficients:3.4.  Spectral response coefficients:3.4.  Spectral response coefficients:3.4.  Spectral response coefficients:

3.4.1.  S3.4.1.  S3.4.1.  S3.4.1.  S DSDSDSDS = = = =
3.4.2.  S3.4.2.  S3.4.2.  S3.4.2.  S DIDIDIDI = 0.072g = 0.072g = 0.072g = 0.072g

3.5.  Seismic Design Category =3.5.  Seismic Design Category =3.5.  Seismic Design Category =3.5.  Seismic Design Category =
3.6.  Basic seismic force resisting system:3.6.  Basic seismic force resisting system:3.6.  Basic seismic force resisting system:3.6.  Basic seismic force resisting system:

3.7.  Response modification factor(s), R =3.7.  Response modification factor(s), R =3.7.  Response modification factor(s), R =3.7.  Response modification factor(s), R =
3.8.  Seismic response coefficient(s), Cs = 0.0743.8.  Seismic response coefficient(s), Cs = 0.0743.8.  Seismic response coefficient(s), Cs = 0.0743.8.  Seismic response coefficient(s), Cs = 0.074
3.9.  Analysis procedure used:  Equivalent Lateral Force Method3.9.  Analysis procedure used:  Equivalent Lateral Force Method3.9.  Analysis procedure used:  Equivalent Lateral Force Method3.9.  Analysis procedure used:  Equivalent Lateral Force Method
3.10. Seismic Base Shear:3.10. Seismic Base Shear:3.10. Seismic Base Shear:3.10. Seismic Base Shear:

        East/West     North/South        East/West     North/South        East/West     North/South        East/West     North/South
        425K         425K        425K         425K        425K         425K        425K         425K
Gravity Loading:Gravity Loading:Gravity Loading:Gravity Loading:

3.1.  Snow Loads3.1.  Snow Loads3.1.  Snow Loads3.1.  Snow Loads
3.1.1.  Ground Snow Load:  Pg = 40 psf according to the Durango Building3.1.1.  Ground Snow Load:  Pg = 40 psf according to the Durango Building3.1.1.  Ground Snow Load:  Pg = 40 psf according to the Durango Building3.1.1.  Ground Snow Load:  Pg = 40 psf according to the Durango Building

Department on 06/08/2012.Department on 06/08/2012.Department on 06/08/2012.Department on 06/08/2012.
3.1.2.  Minimum Flat Roof Snow Load:  Pf = 40 psf according to the Durango3.1.2.  Minimum Flat Roof Snow Load:  Pf = 40 psf according to the Durango3.1.2.  Minimum Flat Roof Snow Load:  Pf = 40 psf according to the Durango3.1.2.  Minimum Flat Roof Snow Load:  Pf = 40 psf according to the Durango

Building Department on 06/08/2012.Building Department on 06/08/2012.Building Department on 06/08/2012.Building Department on 06/08/2012.
3.1.3.  Importance Factor:  I = II3.1.3.  Importance Factor:  I = II3.1.3.  Importance Factor:  I = II3.1.3.  Importance Factor:  I = II
3.1.4.  Terrain Category:  C3.1.4.  Terrain Category:  C3.1.4.  Terrain Category:  C3.1.4.  Terrain Category:  C
3.1.5.  Exposure Factor:  Ce = 1.03.1.5.  Exposure Factor:  Ce = 1.03.1.5.  Exposure Factor:  Ce = 1.03.1.5.  Exposure Factor:  Ce = 1.0
3.1.6.  Thermal Factor:  Ct = 1.03.1.6.  Thermal Factor:  Ct = 1.03.1.6.  Thermal Factor:  Ct = 1.03.1.6.  Thermal Factor:  Ct = 1.0
3.1.7.  Slope Factor:  Cs = 1.03.1.7.  Slope Factor:  Cs = 1.03.1.7.  Slope Factor:  Cs = 1.03.1.7.  Slope Factor:  Cs = 1.0
3.1.8.  All snow loads on the structure for both flat and sloped roofs are3.1.8.  All snow loads on the structure for both flat and sloped roofs are3.1.8.  All snow loads on the structure for both flat and sloped roofs are3.1.8.  All snow loads on the structure for both flat and sloped roofs are

calculated in accordance with the 2006 IBCcalculated in accordance with the 2006 IBCcalculated in accordance with the 2006 IBCcalculated in accordance with the 2006 IBC and based on the ground snowand based on the ground snowand based on the ground snowand based on the ground snow
load stated above.  Roof snow loads shall consider the following loadload stated above.  Roof snow loads shall consider the following loadload stated above.  Roof snow loads shall consider the following loadload stated above.  Roof snow loads shall consider the following load
conditions:conditions:conditions:conditions:

3.1.8.1.   Partial Loading3.1.8.1.   Partial Loading3.1.8.1.   Partial Loading3.1.8.1.   Partial Loading
3.1.8.2.   Unbalanced Roof Snow Loads3.1.8.2.   Unbalanced Roof Snow Loads3.1.8.2.   Unbalanced Roof Snow Loads3.1.8.2.   Unbalanced Roof Snow Loads
3.1.8.3.   Snow Drifting at roof steps, parapets, and roof projections such as3.1.8.3.   Snow Drifting at roof steps, parapets, and roof projections such as3.1.8.3.   Snow Drifting at roof steps, parapets, and roof projections such as3.1.8.3.   Snow Drifting at roof steps, parapets, and roof projections such as

mechanical units and screen walls.mechanical units and screen walls.mechanical units and screen walls.mechanical units and screen walls.
3.1.8.4.   Sliding Snow3.1.8.4.   Sliding Snow3.1.8.4.   Sliding Snow3.1.8.4.   Sliding Snow

3.2.  Live Loads:  minimum uniform and concentrated live loads as well as partition3.2.  Live Loads:  minimum uniform and concentrated live loads as well as partition3.2.  Live Loads:  minimum uniform and concentrated live loads as well as partition3.2.  Live Loads:  minimum uniform and concentrated live loads as well as partition
loads and applicable live load reductions are determined according to Sectionloads and applicable live load reductions are determined according to Sectionloads and applicable live load reductions are determined according to Sectionloads and applicable live load reductions are determined according to Section
1607 of the IBC.1607 of the IBC.1607 of the IBC.1607 of the IBC.

3.3.  See Load Keys for numerical definition and area designation of snow, live, and3.3.  See Load Keys for numerical definition and area designation of snow, live, and3.3.  See Load Keys for numerical definition and area designation of snow, live, and3.3.  See Load Keys for numerical definition and area designation of snow, live, and
other gravity loads used in design.other gravity loads used in design.other gravity loads used in design.other gravity loads used in design.

3.4.  See specifications for additional loading requirements.3.4.  See specifications for additional loading requirements.3.4.  See specifications for additional loading requirements.3.4.  See specifications for additional loading requirements.
4.  Foundation and retaining walls have been designed for the following assumed design4.  Foundation and retaining walls have been designed for the following assumed design4.  Foundation and retaining walls have been designed for the following assumed design4.  Foundation and retaining walls have been designed for the following assumed design

pressures:pressures:pressures:pressures:
Active Pressure 45 psf/ftActive Pressure 45 psf/ftActive Pressure 45 psf/ftActive Pressure 45 psf/ft
At Rest PressureAt Rest PressureAt Rest PressureAt Rest Pressure  psf/ft psf/ft psf/ft psf/ft
Passive PressurePassive PressurePassive PressurePassive Pressure  psf/ft psf/ft psf/ft psf/ft
Friction CoefficientFriction CoefficientFriction CoefficientFriction Coefficient

1.   These drawings must be used in conjunction with the architectural drawings on the1.   These drawings must be used in conjunction with the architectural drawings on the1.   These drawings must be used in conjunction with the architectural drawings on the1.   These drawings must be used in conjunction with the architectural drawings on the
project to clearly define all requirements for construction.project to clearly define all requirements for construction.project to clearly define all requirements for construction.project to clearly define all requirements for construction.

2.  No Contractor should attempt to bid nor construct any portion of this project without2.  No Contractor should attempt to bid nor construct any portion of this project without2.  No Contractor should attempt to bid nor construct any portion of this project without2.  No Contractor should attempt to bid nor construct any portion of this project without
consulting the project architectural, mechanical, and electrical specifications.consulting the project architectural, mechanical, and electrical specifications.consulting the project architectural, mechanical, and electrical specifications.consulting the project architectural, mechanical, and electrical specifications.

3.  All things that, in the opinion of the Contractor, appear to be deficiencies, omissions,3.  All things that, in the opinion of the Contractor, appear to be deficiencies, omissions,3.  All things that, in the opinion of the Contractor, appear to be deficiencies, omissions,3.  All things that, in the opinion of the Contractor, appear to be deficiencies, omissions,
contradictions or ambiguities in the plans and specifications shall be brought to thecontradictions or ambiguities in the plans and specifications shall be brought to thecontradictions or ambiguities in the plans and specifications shall be brought to thecontradictions or ambiguities in the plans and specifications shall be brought to the
attention of the Structural Engineer.  Plans and/or specifications will be correctedattention of the Structural Engineer.  Plans and/or specifications will be correctedattention of the Structural Engineer.  Plans and/or specifications will be correctedattention of the Structural Engineer.  Plans and/or specifications will be corrected
or written interpretations of the alleged deficiency, omission, contradiction oror written interpretations of the alleged deficiency, omission, contradiction oror written interpretations of the alleged deficiency, omission, contradiction oror written interpretations of the alleged deficiency, omission, contradiction or
ambiguity will be made by the Structural Engineer before the affected work proceeds.ambiguity will be made by the Structural Engineer before the affected work proceeds.ambiguity will be made by the Structural Engineer before the affected work proceeds.ambiguity will be made by the Structural Engineer before the affected work proceeds.
Corrections or written interpretations shall be issued before affected work mayCorrections or written interpretations shall be issued before affected work mayCorrections or written interpretations shall be issued before affected work mayCorrections or written interpretations shall be issued before affected work may
proceed.proceed.proceed.proceed.

4.  The Contractor shall inform the Structural Engineer, clearly and explicitly in writing4.  The Contractor shall inform the Structural Engineer, clearly and explicitly in writing4.  The Contractor shall inform the Structural Engineer, clearly and explicitly in writing4.  The Contractor shall inform the Structural Engineer, clearly and explicitly in writing
of any deviation or substitution from requirements of the contract documents.of any deviation or substitution from requirements of the contract documents.of any deviation or substitution from requirements of the contract documents.of any deviation or substitution from requirements of the contract documents.
Contractor shall not be relieved of any requirement of the contract documents byContractor shall not be relieved of any requirement of the contract documents byContractor shall not be relieved of any requirement of the contract documents byContractor shall not be relieved of any requirement of the contract documents by
virtue of the Structural Engineer's review of shop drawings, project data, etc., unlessvirtue of the Structural Engineer's review of shop drawings, project data, etc., unlessvirtue of the Structural Engineer's review of shop drawings, project data, etc., unlessvirtue of the Structural Engineer's review of shop drawings, project data, etc., unless
the Contractor has clearly and explicitly informed the Structural Engineer in writingthe Contractor has clearly and explicitly informed the Structural Engineer in writingthe Contractor has clearly and explicitly informed the Structural Engineer in writingthe Contractor has clearly and explicitly informed the Structural Engineer in writing
of any deviations or substitutions at time of submission.of any deviations or substitutions at time of submission.of any deviations or substitutions at time of submission.of any deviations or substitutions at time of submission.

5.  All elevations are referenced as follows:  Datum 100'-0" =5.  All elevations are referenced as follows:  Datum 100'-0" =5.  All elevations are referenced as follows:  Datum 100'-0" =5.  All elevations are referenced as follows:  Datum 100'-0" = first floor elevationfirst floor elevationfirst floor elevationfirst floor elevation

1.   Project consists of of a 3 story steel framed office building.  Elevated floors are1.   Project consists of of a 3 story steel framed office building.  Elevated floors are1.   Project consists of of a 3 story steel framed office building.  Elevated floors are1.   Project consists of of a 3 story steel framed office building.  Elevated floors are
composite concrete slabs supported on composite steel framing, roofs are metalcomposite concrete slabs supported on composite steel framing, roofs are metalcomposite concrete slabs supported on composite steel framing, roofs are metalcomposite concrete slabs supported on composite steel framing, roofs are metal
deck on bar joists (except composite deck on wide flanges @ RTU's), lateral systemsdeck on bar joists (except composite deck on wide flanges @ RTU's), lateral systemsdeck on bar joists (except composite deck on wide flanges @ RTU's), lateral systemsdeck on bar joists (except composite deck on wide flanges @ RTU's), lateral systems
are steel braced frames (R=3), and foundations are spread footings.  Floors atare steel braced frames (R=3), and foundations are spread footings.  Floors atare steel braced frames (R=3), and foundations are spread footings.  Floors atare steel braced frames (R=3), and foundations are spread footings.  Floors at
grade are slabs-on-grade.  The site slopes from (plan) north to south, resulting ingrade are slabs-on-grade.  The site slopes from (plan) north to south, resulting ingrade are slabs-on-grade.  The site slopes from (plan) north to south, resulting ingrade are slabs-on-grade.  The site slopes from (plan) north to south, resulting in
the lower level being below grade on the north side and a walkout condition on thethe lower level being below grade on the north side and a walkout condition on thethe lower level being below grade on the north side and a walkout condition on thethe lower level being below grade on the north side and a walkout condition on the
south side. Unbalanced soil loading is resisted via sliding friction.south side. Unbalanced soil loading is resisted via sliding friction.south side. Unbalanced soil loading is resisted via sliding friction.south side. Unbalanced soil loading is resisted via sliding friction.

2.  This description is for general orientation only. The Contractor is responsible for all2.  This description is for general orientation only. The Contractor is responsible for all2.  This description is for general orientation only. The Contractor is responsible for all2.  This description is for general orientation only. The Contractor is responsible for all
scope items described in the drawings and specifications as well as for all materialscope items described in the drawings and specifications as well as for all materialscope items described in the drawings and specifications as well as for all materialscope items described in the drawings and specifications as well as for all material
and labor that can reasonably be inferred there from.and labor that can reasonably be inferred there from.and labor that can reasonably be inferred there from.and labor that can reasonably be inferred there from.
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ABBREVIATIONABBREVIATIONABBREVIATIONABBREVIATION DEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITION
AB anchor bolt
ADDNL additional
AFF above finish floor
ALT alternate
ARCH architectural
BOT, B/ bottom
BLDG building
BM beam
BRG bearing
BS both sides
BTWN between
CJ const/control joint
CJP complete joint penetration
CIP cast-in-place
CLR clear
CMU concrete masonry unit
COL column
CONC concrete
CONN connection
CONST construction
CONT continuous
D depth
DIA, X diameter
DIM dimension
DK deck
DTL detail
DWGS drawings
DWL dowel
EA each
EF each face
EJ expansion joint
ELEV elevation
EOx edge of (S=slab, C=conc, etc)
EW each way
(E) existing construction
EXP expansion
EXT exterior
FDN foundation
FLR floor
FOx face of (S=stud, CMU, etc)
FTG footing
FS far side
GA gauge
GB grade beam
GEN general
GLB glulam
HAS headed anchor stud
HK hook
HORIZ horizontal
ICF insulated concrete form
IFx inside face (S=stud, CMU, etc.)
INT interior
JT joint
KIP, K 1000 lbs

ABBREVIATIONABBREVIATIONABBREVIATIONABBREVIATION DEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITIONDEFINITION
KLF kips per lineal foot
L length
LAT lateral
LBS pounds
LLH long leg horizontal
LLV long leg vertical
LONG longitudinal
LSL laminated strand lumber
LVL laminated veneer lumber
LW, LWT light weight
MAS masonry
MAX maximum
MECH mechanical
MFR manufacturer
MIN minimum
MTL metal
(N) new construction
NOM nominal
NS near side
NW, NWT normal weight
OC on center
OF outside face
OH opposite hand
OPNG opening
PAF powder actuated fastner
PC precast
PERP perpendicular
PJP partial joint penetration
PL, Y plate
PLF pounds per lineal foot
PSL parallel strand lumber
PT post-tensioning
PT pressure treated
RE: reference
REINF reinforcement
REQD required
RET retaining
SOG slab on grade
SC slip critical
SCHED schedule
SECT section
SIP structural insulating panel
SPA spacing
STFNR stiffener
STL steel
SUBFLR subfloor
TO top of
THK thickness
TRAN transverse
TYP typical
UNO unless noted otherwise
VERT vertical
W width
WWF welded wire fabric
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S-002S-002S-002S-002 SPECIAL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND LOAD KEYSSPECIAL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND LOAD KEYSSPECIAL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND LOAD KEYSSPECIAL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS AND LOAD KEYS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-003S-003S-003S-003 TYPICAL DETAILS - CONCRETE AND MASONRYTYPICAL DETAILS - CONCRETE AND MASONRYTYPICAL DETAILS - CONCRETE AND MASONRYTYPICAL DETAILS - CONCRETE AND MASONRY XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-004S-004S-004S-004 TYPICAL DETAILS - STEELTYPICAL DETAILS - STEELTYPICAL DETAILS - STEELTYPICAL DETAILS - STEEL XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-005S-005S-005S-005 TYPICAL DETAILS - STEELTYPICAL DETAILS - STEELTYPICAL DETAILS - STEELTYPICAL DETAILS - STEEL XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-006S-006S-006S-006 TYPICAL DETAILS - COLD FORMEDTYPICAL DETAILS - COLD FORMEDTYPICAL DETAILS - COLD FORMEDTYPICAL DETAILS - COLD FORMED XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-100AS-100AS-100AS-100A FOUNDATION PLAN - AREA AFOUNDATION PLAN - AREA AFOUNDATION PLAN - AREA AFOUNDATION PLAN - AREA A XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-100BS-100BS-100BS-100B FOUNDATION PLAN - AREA BFOUNDATION PLAN - AREA BFOUNDATION PLAN - AREA BFOUNDATION PLAN - AREA B XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-101AS-101AS-101AS-101A FIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA AFIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA AFIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA AFIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA A XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-101BS-101BS-101BS-101B FIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA BFIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA BFIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA BFIRST LEVEL PLAN - AREA B XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-102AS-102AS-102AS-102A SECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA ASECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA ASECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA ASECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA A XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-102BS-102BS-102BS-102B SECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA BSECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA BSECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA BSECOND LEVEL FRAMING PLAN - AREA B XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-103AS-103AS-103AS-103A ROOF PLAN - AREA AROOF PLAN - AREA AROOF PLAN - AREA AROOF PLAN - AREA A XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-103BS-103BS-103BS-103B ROOF PLAN - AREA BROOF PLAN - AREA BROOF PLAN - AREA BROOF PLAN - AREA B XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-201S-201S-201S-201 BRACE ELEVATIONSBRACE ELEVATIONSBRACE ELEVATIONSBRACE ELEVATIONS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-202S-202S-202S-202 BRACE DETAILSBRACE DETAILSBRACE DETAILSBRACE DETAILS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-301S-301S-301S-301 BUILDING SECTIONSBUILDING SECTIONSBUILDING SECTIONSBUILDING SECTIONS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-501S-501S-501S-501 FOUNDATION DETAILSFOUNDATION DETAILSFOUNDATION DETAILSFOUNDATION DETAILS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-502S-502S-502S-502 FRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-503S-503S-503S-503 FRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILS XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-504S-504S-504S-504 FRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILSFRAMING DETAILS XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-601S-601S-601S-601 SCHEDULESSCHEDULESSCHEDULESSCHEDULES XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX
S-701S-701S-701S-701 ISSUED STRUCTURAL SKETCHESISSUED STRUCTURAL SKETCHESISSUED STRUCTURAL SKETCHESISSUED STRUCTURAL SKETCHES
S-702S-702S-702S-702 SSK - ROOF SLAB OPENING REINFSSK - ROOF SLAB OPENING REINFSSK - ROOF SLAB OPENING REINFSSK - ROOF SLAB OPENING REINF
SSK-1SSK-1SSK-1SSK-1 STONE LEDGE INFILLSTONE LEDGE INFILLSTONE LEDGE INFILLSTONE LEDGE INFILL
SSK-2SSK-2SSK-2SSK-2 ROOF TIE OFF POSTROOF TIE OFF POSTROOF TIE OFF POSTROOF TIE OFF POST
SSK-3SSK-3SSK-3SSK-3 ROOF TIE OFF AT SCREEN WALLROOF TIE OFF AT SCREEN WALLROOF TIE OFF AT SCREEN WALLROOF TIE OFF AT SCREEN WALL
SSK-4SSK-4SSK-4SSK-4 REVISED DTL AT CMU SILL / CFM WALLREVISED DTL AT CMU SILL / CFM WALLREVISED DTL AT CMU SILL / CFM WALLREVISED DTL AT CMU SILL / CFM WALL


